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Concern over the need to provide open space in communities

for recreation and other uses and to estimate the public values

involved is apparent to regional planners. This need, particularly

evident in natural resource planning, indicates that more sophisti-

cated analytical techniques be developed.

The primary thrust of this study is to develop a two-part

economic model with which recreational-environmental effects

upon rural residential nonfarm property values can be estimated.

The first part estimates values of properties that are in proximity

to and are influenced by the recreational-environmental resources

and the second part estimates values that are not in proximity to

and are not influenced by such resources. The model's results

are the differences in those value estimates. In each part of the

model, multiple regression equations are used to express the



relationships between property values and three common character-

is tics of property--neighborhood factors, intrinsic nature of the

property, arid access to economic and social activities The study

analyzes the variables used in the model, explains why they were

selected, and describes the variablest effect upon property values.

Characteristics measuring reservoir influence, particularly

distance to reservoir, are analyzed in detail.

There are some reservoir influenced and some non-influenced

residential properties in the rural portion of central Lane County;

included in this area are five U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

reservoir recreation developments. Properties in this area have

similar characteristics and access conditions and appear to be

representative of other rural residential areas of western Oregon

and western Washington.

Two data sets are developed and several variables, models,

and statistical formulations are tested. Two revised models are

selected as the best" estimates. The reservoir model selected

has seven independent variables, with the coefficients of five vari-

ables being statistically different from zero at the one percent

level of probability; the R2 value is 0. 7755. The non-reservoir

model has six variables and the R2 value is 0. 5776. In this model

the coefficients of three variables are statistically different from

zero at the one percent level, and those of two variables are



statistically different from zero at the five percent level of

probability. Reservoir size, per se, has ro apparent influence upon

property value and the distance of zero res ervoir impact is esti-

mated to be 2. 1 miles. Measured in 1970 dollars, reservoir

influenced properties were valued $2, 919 greater per property

than non-reservoir influenced properties; on a per acre basis the

difference was $3,591.

The transferability of the general model to another area is

tested, an ex post analysis of a project completed in 1941 is

demonstrated, and an impact and benefit estimate is calculated.

The study sought to improve impact analyses of reservoir

recreation developments. The theoretical framework and this

analysis has been concerned essentially with demand factors.

Future research should improve understanding of the supply func-

tion and should facilitate use of the model.
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EFFECTS OF RESERVOIR RECREATION DEVELOPMENT
UPON RURAL RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY VALUES

CHAPTER I

IN TRODUC TION

In the formulation of public policy to guide use and develop-

ment of natural resources, two important social trends merit

consideration: the contemporary movement for protection and

enhancement of the environment, and the rising level of public

interest and participation in outdoor recreation. David and Lord

(1969) point out that there is an increasing public awareness of

natural resources, the need for open space in communities, and

the total environment. Thus, information gained from an evalu-

ation of these trends should be made available for use by those

charged with formulation of natural resource policies, if those

policies are to adequately respond to the needs and desires of

society.

Appropriate to changes in natural resource policy are local,

state, and national concerns for more intensive land use planning.

Darling (1973) points out that there is a need to provide open space

in communities for recreation and other uses and to estimate the

public values involved. To assist response to these concerns,



there is a need to analyze more fully the recreational and environ-

mental resource values involved. This need, which is particularly

evident in resource planning, dictates that more sophisticated

analytical techniques be developed.

Background

The estimation of values of open space in communities has

commonly and historically been based upon the use of such areas

for outdoor recreation and upon estimation of the related recreation

values.

The general methods of measuring outdoor recreation values

have been developed: (1) estimate use or attendance and impute an

attendance value, (2) construct recreation demand curves, and

(3) use the property value method. Each method is based upon dif-

ferent assumptions and techniques, and each estimates different

values; the first two methods each estimate user values. Various

studies, using each of the above methods, have indicated how

recreation values could be derived.

The most common and initially used method is to count or

estimate the number and types of persons who engage in outdoor

recreation in a given area and to determine the extent and frequency

of their used Attendance counts at particular reservoirs or sites

are examples of these kinds of user studies. A user or attendance

2
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value may then be estimated. A single unit attendance value is

assigned per user recreation day regardless of whether the user

engages in one activity or several; that value is to reflect both the

quality of the activity and the degree to which opportunities to

engage in a number of activities are provided. Single unit values

are developed through the judgment of qualified technicians and

are intended to measure the amount that users would be willing to

pay, if such payments were required, to avail themselves of project

recreation resources (U. S. Ad Hoc Water Resources Council, 1964).

Such estimates are often referred to as imputed public revenues.

In comprehensive regional or state studies, only attendance or

user counts are often estimated without imputing values or public

revenues (Oregon State Highway Division, 1971; Willamette Basin

Task Force, 1969).

One of the earliest comprehensive studies was the outdoor

recreation survey of the general public conducted for the Outdoor

Recreation Resources Review Commission (ORRRC, 1962). That

study also made attendance estimates only.

The second method is to construct recreation demand curves

for specific sites or for specific opportunities. These demand

curves estimate "willingness to pay"; the total recreation value

of the site is estimated by calculating the area under the demand



1/curve. Two approaches are usually used to construct site-

specific demand curves. The first is the travel-cost method

developed by Clawson (1959) and is based upon travel cost or

distance, user fees, and frequency of use. The second approachis

through the use of interviews to determine how much users would be

willing to pay to recreate at a site.' Survey questions are

structured so that respondents will indicate differential price and

use preferences for a specific site (King, 1970). Each of these

methods is based upon assumptions that are somewhat limiting.

The first method uses two basic concepts only--an attendance

estimate and an imputed attendance value. This method is based

upon consumption; it does not analyze demand. Virtually no consid-

eration is given to the type of activities involved; the unit prices,

which are arbitrarily set, are considered to be constant for all

participants regardless of age or type of activity. This method is

This method uses the concept of consumer's suprius intro-
duced by Marshall (l9Z0). Consumer's surplus is defined as the
"excess of the price which he would be willing to pay, rather than
go without the thing (a good or a service), over that which he actually
does pay".

Site-specific data may be obtained using the interview
method. Participants may be queried at a specific site or the gen-
eral public may be queried over a broader geographic (market) area
with regard to preferences for a specific site. Also using this
method, the general public may be queried regarding their broader
regional recreational and site preferences.

4
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not a reflection of demand and thevariable price is not identified.

Furthermore, the concept of TTwillingness to pay is not tested, and

no consideration is given to analysis of many important demand

variables. Further development of the method has been constrained

by Federal evaluation techniques designed to establish uniformity

in treatment of the recreation function in water resource projects

(U. S. Ad Hoc Water Resources Council, 1964).

The second method, a vastly improved methodological

technique, analyzes use in a demand framework. The is sue of price

is clearly specified. This method requires several assumptions.

It assumes that the reaction of recreationists to a fee would be

identical to an equal addition to the cash cost of travel; the distinc-

tion of recreatjonists' reactions to direct (variable) and fixed

recreation expenditures is not well specified. It also assumes that

recreationists in all distance zones will react identically to

increases in the cost of travel. Other assumptions are also neces-

sary (Gibbs, 1969; Gregory, 1972). The estimated demand function

is for more than experience at the site; it is for the 1'entire recrea-

tion experience." This demand function reflects not only

recreationists preferences for the services of a particular

recreational site, per se, but also for the otheraspects of the

recreation experience (Edwards et al., 1976) which include

anticipation and preparation, travel to the site, travel from the site,
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and recollection. As initially developed, only the independent vari-

able price, represented by travel costs and cost of admission where

applicable, was considered. More recent formulations have

included travel time as a demand variable, with various values

being imputed to travel time. Otherinvestigators have incorporated

such important variables as incomes, time, education, occupation,

and distance into the demand calculus of this method (Guedry, 1970).

It is anticipated that on-going research will continue to improve

this method.

A third method of estimating recreational values is the

property value method (Knetsch, 1964). This technique is not as

extensively analyzed in the economic literature as either of the

other methods; refinement of this technique would increase its

adaptability. The property value method captures an economic

value not analyzed by the other methods--it attempts to measure

property enhancement effects attributable to project recreation

development. This method estimates property value effects due to

proximity to the recreational-environmental zesource. These are

the effects of the resourcets local attractiveness, of being an

environmental goodt, and of facilitating access for at-site



participation)-' The property value approach can be used to esti-

mate values of properties that are in proximity to and are influenced

by recreational-environmental resources, and to estimate values of

properties that are not in proximity to and are not influenced by such

resources. A difference in these values is then determined. That

difference provides a value estimate of the effect or impact of

recreational developments as recreational-etwironmental res ources.

David and Lord (1969) indicate that the use of differential property

values is appropriate to estimate environmental resource values.

Land value impacts of reservoir recreation developments have not

been widely analyzed in economic analyses of water resource

developments. For this reason, there is only a partial understand-

ing of land value effects; land value impact analyses have only been

partially developed. Property value studies, which use cross-

sectional data, measure value differences at one point in time.

They do not measure differential rates of residential development

between comparative areas through time. Gaining a better under-

standing of recreational-environmental resource impacts upon

property values and the application of this knowledge is the thrust of

this study.

7

!/The property value method may partially count effects of
recreation attendance; thus this method is not strictly additive to
either of the other methods. This matter is discussed more fully
in the next chapter.



Statement of the Problem

There is a need fora greater understanding of the values

involved in the development of recreation and environmental

resources and to improve techniques of estimating those values.

Although many of these values or impacts are regional or local,

the Federal Government has played a lead role in developing criteria

and methods for evaluating those resource values. Economic analysis

of recreation in water resource developments was first specified by

the U.S. Inter-Agency Committee on Water Resources (l95O).'

The criteria for evaluation of water resource development projects

were expanded during theearly 1960's (U.S. Senate, l96Z).-"

Each of the above documents note the importance of amenity,

aesthetic, or environmental values; however, neither document

indicates how such values might be measured. Analyses of outdoor

recreation values are summerized in detail in two later documents--

supplement 1 to U. S. Senate Document No. 97 (U. S. Ad Hoc Water

Resources Council, 1964) and "Principles and Standards"' (U.S.

8

-'1This document is often referred to as the "Green Book".

This document is often referred to as "Senate Document 97".

'The "Principles and Standards for Waterand Related Land
Resources Planning" also analyze the requirements of the Federal
Water Projects Recreation Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-7Z) discus-
sing methods or approaches to approximating demand and
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Water Resources Council, 1973).. Each document notes the import-

ance of recreational-environme ntal effects in natural resource

development. The question of these effects is clearly articulated in

Supplement 1 to U. S. Senate Document 97, which specified:

The overall intangible benefits associated with the protec-
tion of wild or primitive areas, areas of unique beauty,
areas of scenic, historical, and scientific interest, and
the preservation of rare species and their habitat are
considered to be in addition to the recreation values
encompassed by this supplement. Subject to appropriate
adaptation, however, the standards prescribed are con-
sidered applicable for evaluating the recreation use
aspects of the types of areas indicated.

The statement does not provide for additional criteria
for the consideration of recreation benefits in the form
of enhancement in land values.. The treatment of land
enhancement benefits from recreation should be the
same as such benefits stemming from any other project
purpose (l964,p. 18).

The Federal Government is responding to the concerns

expressed above, Planning, evaluation, and formulation procedures

for proposed Federal water and related land resource investments

have been and continue to be revised and refined.. Maas (1970)

points out that changing national needs and priorities have neces-

sarily meant changing investment objectives. Accompanying chang-

ing investment objectives have been changes in functional priorities,

approximating what people are willing to pay for outdoor recrea-
tion; classes of recreation and simulated prices are also discussed
in that document.



investment programs, and methods of evaluation. In Nov-ember

1968, The U. S. Water Resources Council created a Special Task

Force on Evaluation Procedures. The Task Force spent several

years reviewing Federal planning, evaluation, and formulation

procedures for water and related land resource planning. In

September 1973, the Water Resources Council published "Principles

and Standards for Planning Water and Related Land Resourcesl!.V

This work addresses the need for improved evaluation of parks and

open spaces The new criteria addresses local, state, and national

concerns for more intensive land use planning.

jectiveof This St4y

The objective of this study is to develop an economic model

with which recreational-environmental effects of reservoir

recreation developments upon rural residential norifarm property

values can be estimated. This study is an extension of the earlier

work of Knetsch and others concerning the effect of reservoir

recreation developments upon related property values. The model

determines the relationship between property values and three

common characteristics of property- -neighborhood factors,

intrinsic nature of the property, and location or access to economic

10

-'1Often referred to as "Principles and Standards".
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and social activities. The study analyzes the variables used in the

model, explains why they were selected, and describes the variables'

effect on property values. Characteristics measuring reservoir

influence are also analyzed. The effects of the distance to reservoir

variable--the variable of principal interest--are analyzed in detail.

The meaning of the economic model is summarized. The appli-

cability of study results is analyzed and the practical issues and

problems in applying these results in resource, environmental,

and regional planning are addressed. Finally, decision-making and

planning implications are reviewed; future research needs are

evaluated.



CHAPTER II

THEORE TIC AL FRAMEWORK

Previous Ana'yses

Work analyzing effects of recreational-environmental resources

upon land values was initiated by Knetsch (1964), who studied effects

of several Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) reservoir projects upon

land values and who projected the consequences upon land values of

a proposed TVA reservoir project. His technique used multiple

regression equations. An economic model was derived which

explained the relationship between land values around existing TVA

reservoirs and variables affecting those values thereby providing

a basis for estimating land values If a proposed reservoir were

built. A second model was derived to estimate land values if the

proposed project was not built. Land values attributable to the

proposed project were determined by finding the difference between

values obtained from the two models.

There have been several studies in which the important factors

impacting land values on, or near recreational resources have been

researched. Federal evaluation standards specify that conditions

with and without the plan(s) under consideration will be appraised

(U.S. Senate, 1962); this is commonly referred to as a 'with-and-

12



without analysis.' Of the several studies analyzed, only the

Knetsch study has followed the Federal rationale.

In addition to Knetsch, other researchers have examined

reasons for differing values of real estate properties near

recreational-environmental resources. Analyses of this typeare

often based upon real estate market transactions; they may also be

based upon real estate appraisal or assessment values.

Researchers have generally used multiple regression equations with

cross-sectional data to develop economic models that explain the

relationships between independent variables and property values

(Schefter, 1976).

Cross-sectional data, taken at one point in time, are used as

they measure differences in variables over space. Several property

characteristics or variables may be measured--topography,

improvements, access to economic activity, access to amenities,

types of land use, property and environmental characteristics, and

historical factors. The relationships of these characteristics to

residential property values tend to vary with location. Such

characteristics as type 0. land use, access to economic and social

13

'Other project functions 3lso impact upon land values. Land
enhancement due to flood control would be one such example; a
second example would be enhancement of industrial site values due
to navigation development. Data developed must be collected or
analyzed so that double counting of impacts does not occur.
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activities, access to amenities, and property characteristics have

been relatively constant through time. When significant changes

over time occur, it is because of such rriajor impacts as the addition

of new freeways or arteria.ls, new shopping or business areas, new

major industrial areas, and recreational developments. When

cross-sectional data are analyzed, differences due to location are

apparent. Cross-sectional data are useful in explaining the relation-

ship of variables to property values over space and in estimating

the impacts of developments discussed above upon different areas.

Schutjer and Hallberg (1968) used multiple regression analysis

of tract sales observations before and after development of a park

to estimate effects of that development upon different types of

properties. While Knetsch studied land values of various sized

tracts in several rural areas, Shultjer and Hallberg studied rural

tracts in one geographic area only. Those tracts became smaller

and residential in nature after establishment of the park. That study

indicated the capitalization of the value of recreational facilities

of a water-based state park into local land values. The objective

of that study was to evaluate the extent to which the per acre values

of different types of properties located in the nearby area were

affected by the development of the park. That study tested 15

independent variables to determine which factors influenced local

land values before and after park development and estimated the
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effects of those variables.

David arid Lord (1969) studied values of lands bordering

artificial lakes; rural tracts on sixty lakes throughout Wisconsin

were examined. Data for that study included lots and tracts of

land up to 40 acres in size. They found that such lands had

incremental value attributable to the presence of these l3kes. David

and Lord studied only recreational land; they were concerned with

determining the extent to which certain property characteristics

influence the demand for recreational land on these lakes. Values

of real estate properties in proximity to the recreational-

environmental resources were found to be related to improvement

value, access to economic and social activities, topography, pollu-

tion, tract size, and population. This information was developed

for use by authorities and decision-makers in preparing cost-benefit

studies of proposed projects.

Coughlin arid Hammer (1973) analyzed the effect of access

distance to a stream or park upon land values; they studied values

of urban residential properties in an environmentally attractive

upper middle class neighborhood. They estimated a location rent

per house lot which declined with distance from a stream or park.

This research recognized that persons living near a recreational

resource can more easily derive benefits from that resource than

persons living farther away. It also recognized that there is some
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distance beyond which persons derive no discernable benefit from

that environmental resource or beyond which residents may often

make use of substitute facilities. The major focus of interest was

distance to the park or stream. Coughlin and Hammer used

multiple regression analysis, with total property sale price as the

dependent variable, and in which types or styles of houses were

represented by separate dummy (0-1) variables. Their analysis

captured a. value of the residence or improvements and a base value

of land, leaving the va1ie of loca.tion rent to be explained by distance

from the park, which would be entered as a separate independent

variable. Th Isolation of land values from the market value of the

property was a major problem in the research In this research,

location rent values were imputed to more than 10, 000 dwelling

units; the location rent gradient was found to drop off rapidly with

distance from the park or stream.

Brigham (1965) studied urban residential land values in Los

Angeles County. The Brigham study investigated variables affecting

those values and concluded that the dependent variable--urban land

value- -could be expressed as a function of only a few factors. He

found that values of particular urban sites are related to amenitie,

to economic activities, to present and potential future use, and to

certain historical factors that have affected the sitets use. Each

independent variable must be a satisfactory indicator for the broad
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area being represented; selection and measurement problems often

exist in developing those variables. Brigham tested the independent

variables in multiple regression analysis. He found high inter-

correlation among several of his selected variables. When the high

intercorrelation was removed from analysis, the regression

coefficients of the independent variables were as hypothesized.

Another important study by Conner, Gibbs, and Reynolds (1974)

tested the effects of water frontage upon recreational property

values. They presented two methods of estimating the value of

presence of water frontage to a typical residential property. The

first method, commonly termed the real estate sales method, used

market transactions and property characteristics to develop a model

which explained values of unimproved residential lots. The model

was developed to analyze the effect of several independent variables,

including lake frontage, upon values of residential lots. The second

method attempted to estimate the increment of property value

attributed to the presence of water frontage by obtaining owner's

estimates of the value of the property with and without water frontage.

These could be considered potential seller's estimates; potential

buyers' estimates, the other side of the hypothetical market, were

not obtained. Thus, this method was concerned with only one side



of the 'scissors" of supply and demarici.2' In this study, the first

method estimated that the presence of lake frontage would contribute

about 65 percent to the total value of a typical vacant residential

lot, while the second method indicated that the presence of lake

frontage contributed about 48 percent to the total residential property

value. Results using the two methods are understandably different

because of the disparity of their procedures. Lake frontage was

the variable of principal interest and a variable representing

distance from the lake or from the lake access was not included in

either model. No variable was used to represent size or quality of

the lake area. These models each estimated different values for

different types of properties. The first estimated the share of

value for different types of properties. The first estimated the

share of value of unimproved residential lots due to water frontage.

18

'In discussing the influences of utility (demand) and cost of
production (supply) upon value or price, Marshall (1920) treats the
effects of those two factors upon value, u.We might as reasonably
dispute as whether it is the upper or under blade of a pair of scissors
that cuts a piece of paper, as whether value is determined by utility
or cost of production. It is true that when one blade is held still,
and the cutting is effected by moving the other, we may say with
careless brevity that the cutting is done by thesecond; but the state-;
ment is not strictly accurate, and is to be excused only so long as
it claims to be merely a popular and not a strictly scientific account
of what happens.'t

"In the same way, when a thing already made has to be sold,
the price which people will be wilU.ng to pay for it will be governed
by their desire to have it, together with the amount they can afford
to spend on it.
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It developed a complex economic model using property and other

locational characteristics. The second method was less sophis-

ticated and estimated the share of value of improved residential

properties due to water frontage.

The nearness to recreational-environmental resources

significantly affects the value of residential properties is well docu-

mented by the studies discussedabove. Recognition of these value

increments is important to the planning and design of reservoir

recreation investments, and to land use and environmental planning.

Measuring Real Estate Value Effects

Use of the property value method for measuring recreational-

environmental impacts upon real estate values and for analyzing

effects of reservoir recreation developments was discussed

previously. There are three common methods of estimating these

value impacts. The first is the interview method which asks opinions

of prospective buyers and/or sellers to obtain value estimates, the

second is the real estate sales method which uses sales data of bona

fide market transactions, and the third is the appraisal method

which uses value estimates developed by real estate appraisers.

This section will review these three methods.

The interview method develops value estimates through

in-depth interviewing or by obtaining opinions of prospective
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buyers and/or sellers. Questionnaires may be developed that per-

mit estimation of the demand function and thus provideinformation

regarding property values. Cruder applications of this method

generate property v-alue estimates directly through less intensive

interviewing and obtaining information not suitable for estimating

the demand function.

The real estate sales method uses market sales data where

transactions result from the interaction of many potential buyers

and sellers. This method assumes that the real estate market is

working satisfactorily and that the market price for each individual

property is determined by the intersection of the supply and demand

functions for each property in comparison with market prices for

similar properties. The supply functions are determined by the

costs of production for properties being or to be built and by reser-

vation prices2J for properties that are already built. The demand

10/- Reservation prices are an important supply function
determinant; they are determined by those actively offering proper-
ties in the real estate market. Reservation prices are due to dif-
ferences in price expectations and in time preferences of persons
having residential properties for sale (Gregory, 1971).

Supply may be considered as reverse demand; this considers
Wicksteed's concept of treserve price'. Prospective sellers have
a reservation price below which they have an own-demand for the
good being traded. Thus, reservation prices of those possessing
residential properties for sale are important to the supply curve
for such properties (Blaug, 1968).
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functions are determined by consumer incomes nd consumer

preference for all property, neighborhood, and access character-

is tics, and they may also respond to recreational-environmental

characteristics. Given a normal functioning of the real estate

market, a property's price represents the normal price of a

residential property plus an added increment representing an

environmental-amenity value, where such values exist. Estimates

of special or major environmental-amenity values, therefore, can

be obtained by comparing differences in values of properties that

have those influences or impacts with those that do not have those

impacts It is the special or major amenity value that this method

attempts to measure.

The appraisal method is similar to the real estate sales

method, however, property value estimates developed by real

estate appraisers for tax assessment are used instead of actual

market transactions. As in the previous method, the value calculus

may include neighborhood, land, improvement, location, and

special environmental-amenity characteristics. The principal dif-

ference between this method and the real estate sales method is the

use of appraisers value estimates; these estimates may not

accurately reflect true market value for two reasons. First, all

appraisal estimates are subject to some biases. For example,

appraisals may and commonly do over-estimate values of lower
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valued properties and under-estimate values of more expensive

properties; their estimates tend towards the average of all area

properties in this respect (Fisher, 1975). Also, appraisals tend

to follow or lag changes in market values; they use historic data.

Finally, appraising is an art rather than a science; each appraiser

will have specific biases which enter into the appraisal calculus.

When using appraisal data, it is possible to have many more sample

observations because of the relatively large size of the assessorts

tax list.

This study will use the real estate sales method. This method

attempts to identify, so far as possible, all the factors that influence

residential property values, including environmental-amenity factors.

Other Recreational-Environmental Effects

The property value model may measure effects of a resourcets

local attractiveness and of being an environmental Tgoodu, and it

may also measure effects due to location or access. These effects

are capitalized into property values. This model may also reflect

some economic impact effects.

Property value studies do not measure user values. This

category discussed above, accrues from actual use of the recrea-

tional develeoment. It is based upon TwiUingness to pay't by users

of the project. These values were reviewed by Kalter (1971) arid
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they have been widely analyzed by other researchers. Usually most

participants are from areas well beyond the residences having a

property value (locational or amenity) impact. User values are

commonly calculated from site specific demand curves, or from

other user estimates. They reflect such site and downstream

activities as picnicing, swimming and other water contact sports,

fishing, camping, and other activities. User values are in addition

to the location effect that may be derived from property ownership.

A recreationist may purchase property near the resource to facilitate

use and in so doing may purchase higher valued property and also

obtain other environmental 'goods". Proximity will improve access

and provide a location effect. This location effect, however, may

tend to reduce the consumer surplus calculation for the site as

"willingness to pay" may be absorbed by location. User values may

thereby be underestimated when recreational values are estimated.

The property value model may include some user value effects.

There is also a user value that is not commonly measured.

That is project use by more casual participants that is not recorded

by user studies. These miscellaneous participants may, for

example, be enjoying a drive through the recreation area or enjoy-

ing some other non-measured activity. Property value studies do

not reflect this value.

The property value model may also include some effects of
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economic impact. These effects may be partially reflected in

residential property values through changes in household incomes.

However, they are not differentiated in a property model that esti-

mates differences in reservoir-influenced and non-influenced

properties. The economic impact effects are the increases in local

or regional incomes that result from initial and secondary rounds of

spending due to recreationists' expenditures (Gregory, 1972;

Coppedge and Youmans, 1970). Initial local expenditures by

recreationists may be partially spent and re-spent in the same areal

economy until leakages--' finally allow these monies to be completely

expended outside of the area. Economic impact effects occur in the

local economy in the form of increases in areal wages and salaries,

in returns to land and to capital, and in entrepreneurial profits.

-'Economic impact of consumer spending upon a community
or area is important to many of its people. How much incomes are
affected is important to government, planners, and an area's
citizens; they are concerned with both amount and distribution of
this impact. Knowledge of multipliers helps to estimate size of
successive rounds of spending and their effects. The multiplier is
defined as the change in revenue for all sectors of the economy with
a dollar change in revenue in a given sector. Multipliers are
determined by the marginal propensity to consume, which influences
changes in spending and saving patterns, and by expenditures for
imports to the local economy, which represent leakagesH in the
flows of local spending. 'Leakages' are the flows of money that are
spent outside of the community or area causing each succeeding
round of spending to become smaller and smaller. Expenses that
result in "leakages" are commonly the many goods and services that
must be purchased outside of a local community (Schmisseur,
Youmans, and Boodt, 1975).



'The effect of household incomes upon residential property
values will be discussed more fully later.
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These increases in household incomes may also affect residential

property values. Such impacts are important locally, but from the

national point of view, they are transfers with off-setting effects

occurring in other areas. Differential economic impact effects

between reservoir-influenced and non-influenced properties are not

determinable using the property value modei.' These impacts

will probably not be measured by reservoir-influenced properties

as reservoir influenced areas are probably too small to measure

these effects and leakages are probably great. They may impact

greater upon non-reservoir influencedareas causing the property

value model to understate these effects.

The Theoretical Model

In this section an economic model is developed to test the

hypothesis that a recreational reservoir or lake represents an

influence which manifests itself in property values. The benefits

of this influence are the goods and services of the recreational

reservoir available free of charge which can be appropriated by

the owners of reservoir influenced residential properties. This

infers that recreation reservoirs tend to increase land values.



An economic model that will facilitate measuring this increment of

value is developed below0

This study is concerned with rural properties generating

utility for residential uses)-' Residential properties each have

unique characteristics which give these properties utility and value.

Locational, improvement, neighborhood, access, and total environ-

mental factors are highly Important to consumers. Some factors

affect utility positively and others affect utility adversely. Resi-

dential properties in rural settings are affected by different factors

than those in urban aieas. Additional factors such as a buyer's

personal incoine and other demand characteristics (Ferguson, 1966),

as well as various supply factors, are also important in determining

a property's value. The economic model developed here will be

applicable to rural residential properties and will attempt to repre-

sent the significant factors which determine a property's value.

Residential Property Markets

As residential buyers bid for specific properties, a seller

will accept the highest bid for his property which will exceed his

reservation price. Each reservation price will vary

26

----This study analyzes residential properties. Farmsteads
and agricultural properties have a different value calculus and
are thus omitted from this analysis.
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according to differences in price expectations, in time preferences

and differences in economic costs. Buyers are commonly confronted

with a supply of properties being offered in the ma.rket Residential

property values thus become set by the highest bid offered and paid

after a serious evaluation of various alternatives by all parties (or

potential parties) to the transaction, Each buyer will compare the

utility of property ownership with his income constraint and with

the economic costs of that ownership. Economic costs represent

such charges as interest, maintenance, taxes, and depreciation.

The economic model will consider residential property as a

complete unit of land, buildings, and other improvements.

Residential properties are commonly purchased on that basis; as a

complete package. This research will not attempt to differentiate

residential property values into any of its component parts.

Similarly, effects of recreational reservoirs will be estimated upon

complete properties, not the components (land or improvements).

To develop an economic model which will adequately explain

residential property values, several factors must be analyzed.

Variables to represent those factors must be considered in detail.

Brigham (1965) found that the variables may be grouped into three

broad categories--access, neighborhood, and property character-

istics. Both neighborhood and property characteristics may

include environmental-amenity factors in varying degree; access
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may also relate to specific environmental or amenity factors.

Darling (1973) indicated that when distinct environmental resources

were among several factors affecting property values, environmental-

amenity factors should be considered as a separate category.

Economic Model

The economic model is in two parts; there are actually two

models. Building upon earlier work of Krietsch (1964), the hypothesis

that there are two distinct types of properties is initially accepted;

it is later tested. The first part of the model estimates values of

properties that are in proximity to arid are influenced by

recreational-environmental resources and the second estimates

values of properties that are not in proximity to and not influenced

by such resources. The estimate of impact is the difference in these

value estimates.

Several variables are specific to the property--size and

topography of the lot, road frontage and characteristics of the

residence (improvements). A larger lot will be expected to increase

the propertyts total value. Road frontage is also important as

property value commonly increases with road frontage. Topography

may also be expected to be reflected in property value. Slope is

desirable to some btyers as they may desire the split-level or

daylight basement style homes which are quite adaptable to sloping
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lots; also sites on hilly areas may provide a desirable view. How..

ever, steep sites will usually cause higher building costs arid may

constrain building sizes. In general, increases in the size or

quality of the residence will lead to increases in value of the total

property. For example, a residence with a larger living area and/or

a larger total area will be more valuable than a comparatively

smaller residence. Similarly a residence with a larger number of

rooms, a larger number of bedrooms, and/or a larger number of

bathrooms will be indicated to be more valuable.

Access characteristics of a property commonly refer to the

distance or time from the location of the buyer's majorecoriomic

and social activities. These are ommon1y areas of employment,

schooling, and the obtaining of residentiary goods and services;

recreation services may be included also. When these character-

istics are considered, a residence in proximity to these areas or

services reduces commuting costs (in terms of both time and money);

such cost reductions are reflected in terms of higher prices for

properties having access advantages.

Neighborhood factors are also important to property values.

These may include such characteristics as quality and value of

neighboring properties, neighborhood incomes, quality and avail-

ability of public services, amenities, recreational services,

crime rate, and other factors. Values of neighboring properties
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may be an important index of neighborhood quality. Owners of

higher valued properties can commonly afford and demand a higher

quality of public services; one such example would be thequality of

public schools and education. The appearance of higher valued

properties has a positive effect upon neighborhood values.. Factors

such as noise, congestion, andamenities are also important. In

rural areas population densities are commonly low, and noise and

congestion are low.

The final category in the economic model is the environmental-

amenity influence factor. This will be considered as a separate

category in the !with reservoirinfluencelT condition only. Recrea-

tional reservoirs and related environmental factors impinge

particularly upon neighborhood amenities. All neighborhoods have

some amenities, but amenities can vary considerably by type and in

amount. An important hypothesis of this study is that reservoir

recreation developments generate environmental-amenity values

which accrue to residential properties near them. If buyers and

sellers are aware of these special environmental-amenity values,

property values will be increased to reflect beneficial impacts of

these amenities. While potential buyers and sellers may not know

all the ramifications of recreational res ervoir resource effects,

they must know that they exist. When. applied with other real

estate market factors, the effects of such knowledge will be felt in



market transactions; values of properties so influenced will adjust

by capitalizing such future benefits into residential values. In

summary, these incremental values are estimated by observing

values and characteristics of propertiesinfluenced by the recrea-

tional reservoirs with values and characteristics of properties

which are not influenced by such resources.

Hypothesized Relationship

The hypothesized relationship between a reservoir recreation

development and residential property values is that property values

decline as distance from the reservoir increases and that reservoir

quality, as indicated by reservoir size, impacts positively upon

property values (Carson, 1973). In other words, it is hypothesized

that there is an increment of property value, due to the proximity

to a recreational reservoir, which increases with reservoir quality

and decreases as distance from the resource increases. This may

be termed the recreational-environmental influence factor. It is

also hypothesized that, as a property's amenities increase,

including amenities impinging upon a property due to the reservoir

recreation development, the property's value will increase.

Environmental-amenity factors are considered in addition to the

neighborhood, access, and property characteristics.

31
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The empirical procedure is discussed in the following chapter.

That chapter discusses statistical derivation and notation of the

economic model, selection of variables used in that model, selection

of the study area, and data collection.



CHAPTER III

EMPIRICAL PROCEDURE

Statistical Model

Building upon the theoretical model developed earlier, a two-

part multi-variable regression model was derived to represent the

'with-and-without reservoir influericelT conditions. Separating the

model into two parts and using some similar variables has the

advantage of testing whether residential markets are the same in

each case. The model for explaining rural residential property

values was derived as:

Y = f (X , X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8, X9), (3.1)
i 1

where

Market price of the residential property, in dollars,

for each specified reservoir influence condition,

size of lot in acres,

X2 road frontage in feet,

= state of repair or condition of house measured as

"percent good",

= total number of rooms,

= average value of neighborhood lots in dollars,

33



X6 distance to central city in miles,

X7 distance of nearest town in miles,

X8 = distance to reservoir in miles, and

X = reservoir size in hundred acres.

The !with_and_without reservoir influence parts of the

regression models are expressed in the statistical form given

below:

= b0 + b1X1 + bX + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5 + b6X6 + b7X7,

b8 j- +b9X9+u, (3. 2)

and

= b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5 + b6X6 +

b7X7 + u. (3.3)

The dependent variables are:

= market price of the residential property in the Iwith

reservoir influence' (reservoir) model expressed in

dollars, and

= market price of the residential property in the

34



!For brevity these will be referred to-as the reservoir (R)
and general (G) models, respectively.
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"without reservoir influence" (general) model expressed
14/as dollars.

The independent variables are expressed as X1 through X9, and-are

discussed in greater detail below. The partial regression coefficients

b1 through b9 are to be determined in the-statistical analysis. The

b0 term is the Y intercept, also to be determined. The random

error term is expressed as u and is subject to the usual statistical

assumptions (Draper and Smith, 1966).

The multiple regression models express the dependent vari-

able as an additive function of several independent variables. This

functional form was selected because, when compared with the

exponential and double-log forms, it appeared to produce the "best

fit." That is, it maximized the amount of explained variation and

minimized the residuals of the independent variables. The additive

form selected assumes that the factors represented are completely

independent--an assumption that is not completely true. The vari-

ables used may to some extent be interrelated and thus vary with

each other. For example, the condition ("percent good") of the

house may be related to neighborhood characteristics or neighbor-

hood values, and the size of house may be related to neighborhood

values and lot size. Inter-relationships of independent variables
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are discussed more fully in the following chapter. Also, the vari-

ables selected are probably related to additional factors. Condition

of the house may be related to its age and lot size and road frontage

may each be dependent upon topography and other factors not

included in the model, Distances to economic and social activities--

access--are probably dependent upon other factors also not included

in the statistical model.

The Study Area

The area selected for study- -located in central Lane County--

is rural in nature, having less than 100 persons per square mile;

and is typical of other rural areas in western Oregon and Washington.

The study area location within Lane County and its relation to

western Oregon are shown in Figure 1; the larger scale map of

Figure 2 shows the study area in more detail. This area contains

some rural non-farm residential properties that are likely to be

influenced by reservoir recreation developments. Within the rural

portion of central Lane County are five U. S. Army Corps of

Engineers reservoir developments--Cottage Grove, Dexter,

Dorena, Fall Creek and Fern Ridge Lakes--which support, in vary-

ing degree, lake recreation. The six incorporated towns --Coburg,

Cottage Grove, Creswell, Junction City, Lowell, and Veneta- -being

urban, were omitted from the study area, as were farmsteads.
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Properties in the study area have many characteristics similar

to other rural nonfarm residential areas of western Oregon and

Washington. They are adjacent to or near agricultural lands and

open spaces. Placement of these properties relative to the central

city, as well as to smaller towns, is also similar. In other locales,

each county generally has a large central city which functions as an.

economic, governmental, and population center; that urban-center

is commonly surrounded by various rural areas, and by smaller

cities, towns, and settlements. The rural areas are tied both

economically and socially to the central urban area and to their

adjacent smaller settlements. These conditions are commonly

found in the rural environs of the Portland, Oregon SMSA; in the

Coos Bay, Oregon area; in the Centralia-Chehalis, Washington. area;

in the Medford and Roseburg, Oregon areas; and throughout many

other areas and counties of the region. Thus, the study area

appears to be representative of other rural residential areas of

western Oregon and western Washington.

Lane County comprises the Eugene, Oregon, Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). In the 37 years since 1940,

the Eugene, Oregon SMSA has been one of the most rapidly grow-

ing areas on the Pacific Coast. Population, various public and

private services, manufacturing, and other economic, industrial,

and social activities are centered in its Eugene-Springfield urban
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area; that area is approximately in the geographic center of Lane

County. Various 1970 population data were available from the

U.S. Census of Population. Lane County hada population of

213, 358 persons; while that of central Lane County was about 190, 000

persons. The Eugene-Springfield urban area, whose population was

about 145,000, is the economic, governmental, social, and cultural

center of Lane County, is the economic center for much of south-

western Oregon, and is a transportation center. Central lane County

had a rural farm population of about 15,000; thus, its rural non-

farm area, which is the study area, had a population of about 30,000

persons. The study area consisted of central Lane County excluding

urban, suburban, and farm areas and their populations. Census

of Population data indicate that there were about 10, 000 rural non-

farm households in the study area in 1970. Residences of that

population that have changed ownership from 1970 to 1974 were the

basic data for this research.

Data Collection

Property value estimates were obtained from real estate

market transaction data for the study area which were available

from the Sales Data File of Lane County Assessor's Office. This

file is a computer listing of county real estate transactions
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extending over a 5-year period, from 1970 to 1974, according to

township, section, subsection, and area.

The file contained many categories, such as properties

classified by use types (e. g. residential, commercial, industrial,

farm, forestland, multiple housing, recreational, or misc ellaneous)

by area or location types (e. g. incorporated area, suburban, rural,

ocean front, river front, lake front, orchard, or woodlands), and

by whether the property was vacant, improved, farm, timber,

or other.

The Lane County Sales Data File, approximating 25 trans-

actions per page and totalingmore than 1,500 pages, represented

market transactions for virtually all residential areas in the county.

About 600 sales were of improved rural residential properties in
15/the study area.

The file on unimproved properties was scant and would not

provide a satisfactory study sample. Data for this study are

-'All of these were nonfarm properties.
The 600 sales of improved rural residential properties did not

represent all changes of residence in the study area during the study
period. In addition to residence changes represented by these
properties the following must also be considered: spme of these
properties that may have been sold more than once, residences
changed in rental properties, sales of new and used trailers and
mobile homes used as residences, and sales of modularand custom-
built homes. To estimate total residential changes during the
specified period, in the study area, all of the above must be
considered.
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therefore collected for improved rural properties only.

Data for several variables used in the models, were available

in the Lane County Assessor's Office. The Sales Data File provided

such variables as sale price, date of sale, lot area, assessment

valuation of land and improvements, date of valuation, and location

including tax lot number for each observation. U.S. General Land

Office section. maps and other tract maps provided lot size, lot

area, road frontage, more precise lot location, and locations and

sizes of adjacent lots. Additional data were available from indi-

vidual appraisal work sheets. The appraisal work sheets provided

such information as total area of house, living area, total number of

rooms in house, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, lot

area, year that house was built or age, state of repair or condition

of house, type of construction, appraised values of land and improve-

ments, and year of the appraisal. Appraisal data of adjacent lots

also provided appraisal values, lot size, and year of appraisal of

those properties Access characteristics were determined by

plotting the location. of each sample property on a quadrangle or area

map and measuring the distance to the center of Eugene (the central

business area) and the distance to the center of the nearest town.

Reservoir influence, for each observation of the first sample set

("res er voir influenced' properties) was determined by measuring

distance from th.e property to lake or reservoiraccess; data
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describing reservoir resources were obtained from U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers Reservoir Master Plans.

To obtain data for the statistical model, two sample sets were

necessary. One sample set was for the reservoir model and the

second sample set was for the general model. Sales of all improved

residential properties in. the study area with their locations (by

township and section) were listed numerically from the Sales Data

File. This list was separated into two sub-groups, the 'reservoir-

influenced" and hmnon_influencedU properties, and one sample set was

drawn from each sub-group. Reservoir recreation developments were

noted on U. S. Geological Survey (U. S. G. S. ) quadrangle maps and

potential areas of reservoir influence were also noted. After this

cursory analysis, the areas of influence were more intensively

estimated.

Reservoir Influence

The area or extent of reservoir influence were then determined

more carefully considering three factors: (1) an analysis of

previous work with water body influerced areas; (2) interviews with

researchers who have investigated this property value influence;

and (3) interviews with real estate appraisers having experience

with such value influences. Property value influence studies for

the U.S. National Commission on Water Quality (Dornbusch, 1975)
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and for the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (Dornbusch and

Barrager, 1973)report that the extent and area of impact are a

function of accessibility and size of a body of water. Impacts may be

recreational, environmental, aesthetic, or a combination of these

factors; impact may vary with aspects of residential orientation.

Experienced investigators report that accessibility must be carefully

estimated; it may be physical or visual (Dornbusch, 1974).

Accessibility should not be constrained by such human or natural

barriers as freeways, hills, large shopping or commercial areas,

or other impediments to use or enjoyment. Work by Barrager (1973),

in the Lower Willamette Valley of Oregon, estimated an impact

distance averaging 4, 000 feet for a water surface width of 300 to

400 feet)21'

In the study area, there are five recreational reservoir

developments, as indicated above. All, except Fern Ridge Lake,

are of moderate size, being 697 to 1,952 surface acres; these four

lakes are located in valleys that are about three to five miles wide.

These valleys are moderately steep. Each lake has several access

16Property and neighborhood designs (layouts) may be
oriented to lake use and enjoyment. Such orientation commonly
ties to a pattern of living.

L"in this area the river is not readily accessible to the
public due to large blocks of ripariari private lands.



points. There are rural residential properties around each of the

lakes and the lakes are somewhat visible from most surrounding

properties. On the basis of the above factors and information

from Barrager (1973), the impact distance to each of these four

lakes was estimated to be one mile from the edge of reservoir

development to residential properties;-' although for many of the

adjacent properties the visual impact distance may be greater than

one mile.

A different impact distance was estimated for Fern Ridge Lake.

This lake is large, having a surface area of 8, 925 acres, and is

located in a valley with low rolling hills and about eight miles wide.

Inspection of the area indicated that many homes and neighborhoods

have a definite lake orientation; the road system is tied closely to

lake access. The estimated impact distance of this lake, based upon

previous work of Carson (1973) and others and upon field investi-

gations, was 1-1/2 miles from the edge of lake development and

access,' although the visual impact may be 1, 3, or more miles.

Three separate steps were taken in order to verify the

reasonableness of the estimated impact distances. First, the esti-

mated impact distances were compared with those of other studies;

-'Impact distances are analyzed further below.

12!impact distances are analyzed further below.

4S
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second a field investigation of two other study areas (water impact

areas) along the lower Willamette River of Oregon reported by

Dornbusch (1974) was made; and third, a field review of impact

areas around each of the five lakes in this study was conducted.

Each of these separate steps tended to confirm the estimated

distances. Areas around each of the five lakes of this studyare

much more open than the areas studied along the lower Willamette

River, and the estimated impact distances are consistent with those

of other studies. Also, the areas of this study are much more open

and thus more susceptible to water impact than two impact areas

in Seattle, Washington reported by Dornbuschand Barrager (1973).

Many homes and neighborhoods around the five lakes of this study

are lake oriented; the dominant reason for residential development

around each of these lakes appears to be the recreational-

environmental resource. Based upon the above information, it was

estimated that the one-mile impact distance for the first four lakes

was reasonable. This distance is consistent with that estimated by

Barrager (1973). Based upon road and access configurations,

topography, and neighborhood orientations the larger lake appeared

to have a greater impact distance and it was estimated that the one

and one-half mile impact distance was reasonable. This distance

was consistent with that selected by Knetsch (1964).

After verifying the impact estimates, the areas of influence



were plotted by drawing concentric arcs on the U. S. G. S. maps

around each of the five reservoirs. Using this locational informa-

tion, the two subgroups on the list of improved properties were

rechecked.

Sarning Scheme

The sampling scheme was developed next. The study objective

was reviewed and: (1) the target and sample populations,' (2) the

data to be collected, (3) the unit of observation, and (4) the size of

the sample to be collected were considered.

The two target populations were the 'reservoir influenced'

and "non-influenced" residential properties of the study area; these

are the populations about which inferences are made in the analyses,

interpretation, and conclusions section of the study. Samples were

drawn from those two populations from the Lane County Sales Data

File within the specified time period.

The number of observations to be selected from each sample

population was determined next. Three factors were considered

in determining the necessary sample size. These were the

acceptable limits of error in the sample estimates relative to study

47

'The target population is the population about which informa-
tion is desired. The sample population is t-ie aggregate from which
the sample observations are selected (Cochran, 1963).
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purposes: also, it was necessary to consider probability. A

probability statement which compared sample size and limits of

error was considered. Third, sampling costs and their effects

upon study budgets were considered. What size samples would

generate satisfactory study results, whether any cost increases due

to larger sample sizes would improve study results, and whether

such incremental costs would be warranted, were also considered.

Development of probability statements required several

considerations. However, since there are 61 properties in the

reservoir influeticed' sample population, it was decided to use the

entire data file for the reservoir model and analyze the results.

In taking the observations, property locations were checked to verify

that their reservoir accessibilities were not constrained by the

barriers or impediments to use and enjoyment discussed above.

Data for all necessary variables for each individual observation were

obtained before that observation was considered complete. Given

the 61 observations of the 100 percent sample, little could be done

to vary the sample size or to alter variability.

A size was next determined for the second sample set. There

were more than 500 sales in the second sample population--the

non_reservoir influenced' sub-group of properties. The sample

should be large enough to adequately reflect the sample population

and data variability must be comparable to the first sample set.
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Sample costs and study budget constraints must also be considered.

A sample size of 108 observations was selected after consideration

of several factors. That number represents aboi4 a 0 percent

sample and is almost twice that of the first sanple set. Analyses

of similar studies indicated that the selected sample size was

slightly larger than those of simjlar studies. It was concluded

that the selected size fr the secbricl sample set would generate use-

ful study inferences. The selected sample size could be collected

within given budget constraints.

The second sample set was drawn, uing a table of random

numbers, to represent the second target population--all residential

properties in the study area that were not "reservoir influenced."

This set of 108 observat.ong was obtained; data for all necessary

variables for each individual observation were obtained before that

observation was considered complete.

Discussion of Variables

Dependent Variable (Y)

This variable is the price of the residential property.

Residential property is considered as an integral unit- -a unit of

lnd, buildings, and other improvements --the basis upon which

study area properties are generally purchased and sold.



-"The distribution of lot sizes between sample observations
is discussed more fully in the following chapter.
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There are specific reasons for expressing the dependent

variable in this form--on a per property basis, without direct

reference to units of measurement of its physical size. The alter-

nativek using the data available, was to express this variable on a

per acre basis. The per property basis used is intuitively and

practically superior for this study; it is property values that we

are studying. When expressed on this basis, one can vary one of

the variables (for example, size of the house or distance to Eugene)

and, holding the others constant, observe associated changes in the

property price. Lot size (or road frontage) was not placed in the

denominator of the dependent variable because the study was seeking

to determine the effect of this variable upon property value in

comparison with several other variables when all variables are

analyzed simultaneously. To place lot size in the denominator of

the dependent variable would tend to cause auto-correlation and

would give undue weight to the importance of that variable. Also,

examination of the sample observations indicated that properties

in the study area exhibited a wide variance of lot sizes; there was

also a variance of lot sizes between the two sample sets.--'

Expressing the dependent variable on a per acre basis has an

advantage only when expanding the results to a wider area; this
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advantage relates to a secondary purpose of the study.

Date of sale data (monthand year) were obtained from the

Sales Data File so that all dependent variable values could be

adjusted for changes in the general price level. The U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor consumer price index for housing was used to express

residential property values in constant 1970 dollars. Data relating

year of sale and property values in current dollars were also

obtained. This will be discussed below.

Lot Size (X1)

Lot size is an important determinant of property value; it is

expressed in acres. These data were also obtained from the Sales

Data File, Use of this variable was based upon the assumption

that a larger lot provides more utility to owners than a smaller lot.

This variable was hypothesized to have a positive relationship with

property values.

Road Frontage (X2)

The second independent variable is the amount of road frontage

in feet of each property as obtained from county plats. The length

of a residential lot fronting the street (or access) is reported by

researchers and real estate specialists to be an important factor
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in determining both urban and rural residential land values (Kahn,

Case, and Schirnmel, 1963; American Institute of Real Estate

Appraisers, 1964). Given larger residential lots, adequate road

frontage would be necessary for future sub-dividing. Property

values were hypothesized to increase as road frontage per lot (per

property) increases.

Property values may also be expected to increase with the

type and quality of the road and with whether or not the road surface

is paved. Miles to the nearest paved road proved to be a significant

variable in some farmland models recently studied by Crowley

(1974). A measure of road quality was not included in this study.

Condition of the Housing Unit (X3)

This variable represents state of repair and the general

overall condition of the residence. It is an estimate by the county

assessor quantifying the condition of the dwelling unit with respect

to physical depreciation and functional obsolescence. Those two

factors are treated together on appraisal work sheets and are

referred to as 'percent good'.

Appraisers estimate physical depreciation as the actual

wearing out of a structure; it is measured by estimating the costs of

repair or restoration. Functional obsolescence refers to inadequacy

of design, style, and structural layout. Examples of this factor
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would be an inadequate heating plant, inadequate electrical wiring,

and/or inadequate plumbing. Functional obsolescence is measured

by estimating the costs of correcting the situation.

This variable is expressed as 'percent good;" as a percentage

from 0. 00 to 1. 00. It suggests that for a given property, a resi-

dence in better condition or with a higher 'tpercent good" will have

lower maintenance, upkeep, or refurbishing costs. This variable

was expected to correlate positively with the dependent variable.

Total Number of Rooms (X4)

This variable is a measure of residence size. It is measured

numerically by county appraisers; data were obtained from appraisal

work sheets. This variable was used because appraisal data of size

of house (square feet) commonly do not measure living areas in

upper floors or in basements. Use of this variable (total number of

rooms) credits those areas to size of residence. Use of this vari-

able implies that the average room size is the same in each house,

a situation that we would not expect to occur. However, the use

of other size measurements (floor area, etc.) commonly obtainable

from assessment records also engenders implied assumptions of

what is actually measured. This variable was expected to correlate

positively with the price of the property.

The above four variables measure characteristics specific to
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the property itself. The first two are specific to larid-.-the lot; the

later two are specific to improvements--the residence. Variables

measuring road quality, topography, and view might have been added.

Field investigations indicated that most of the terrain in the area

sampled was flat to gently rolling hills; and that some of the proper-

ties were view properties and were sold on that basis. However,

the view characteristic was not investigated. Neither topographic

indexes nor data indicating view properties were available. Also,

field investigations indicated that study area roads were generally

satisfactory. Neither indices nor data measuring comparative road

quality were available. Additional variables specific to improve-

ments could have been added, but the variables available would have

correlated highly with the var.ables already used. The addition of

such variables would have raised the statistical problems of

intercorrelatiori and multicollinearity.

Value of Neighborhood Lots (X5)

Value of neighborhood lots was selected as an indicator of a

neighborhood's general attractiveness--a prime neighborhood

characteristic. Neighborhood attractiveness is a concept which is

difficult to define; similarly, it is a concept with is difficult to

precisely measure. General attractiveness of a neighborhood may

be indicated by one or a combination of such factors as zoning,
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population density, average crime rate, average rent, or average

household income. A review of several urban arLd regional land

studies indicated that the latter characteristic--average household

income- -is often used as an indicator of neighborhood attractiveness;

a review of the literature also indicated a high correlation between

family income and housing values (Schefter, 1976). Income data,

necessary for a cross-sectional model, that would measure dif-

ferences in that variable over space within the study area, were not

available. Income data for this study were not available on a

neighborhood" or block basis; land and improvement values of

rural neighborhood residential properties were available however.

These data were assessment appraisal values. An inspection of the

study area showed that most of the neighborhood properties were

unimproved and that sufficient sample data of neighborhood

improved properties were not available. Appraised lot values were

used rather than appraised property values. Thus, the above reason-

ing was taken one step further as our indicator of neighborhood

attractiveness was value of neighborhood lots instead of value of

property or improvements. Use of the variable selected implies a

constant ratio between land value and total property value; this ratio

should be analyzed more fully in the future. Value of neighborhood

lots data were available and local appraisers are often in the field

and should be aware of differences and trends in neighborhood
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values; they should be able to quantify these differences. For these

reasons, value of neighborhood lots was selected as an indicator

of neighborhood attractiveness.

For this analysis neighborhood was defined as each of the

adjacent residential lots to the sarziple property, piis one of the lots

across the street from the sample property. The value of the

property directly across the street from the sample property was

selected if there was a residential lot in that location. If there was

not a lot in this location, the value of another lot across from the

above three was used, if available. Neighborhood lands were

defined as those three adjacent lots, or three lots proximate to the

sample property; their values on a per property basis were

averaged.-" If three lots were not located so as to provide the

necessary sub-sample, only two lots were used to generate the

necessary data. This adjustment was necessary in less than 10 out

of more than 160 observations.

'Land values were considered on a per lot basis; the use
of this parameter and its specification was similar to that of
property values for the dependent variables. The procedure used
gave superior results. Lot sizes in a given neighborhood appeared
to be similar, although they varied between neighborhoods. These
differences are indicated by measures of the lot size variable (X1).



Distance to Central City (X6)

This variable indicates the impact of access to Eugene- -the

central city's economic, social, and governmental activities upon

property values. This variable is measured in miles; it reflects

the influence of the central urban area upon rural residential prop-

erty values. Distance to the center of Eugene is important because

of that city's relatively large population and because of the many

social, governmental, and economic activities conducted there.

Distance to the center of Eugene for each observation was obtained

by plotting property location and measuring this distance on local

road and highway maps. This variable was expected to correlate

negatively with the price of the property.

Distance to Nearest Town (X7)

Smaller cities and towns also impact upon property values.

This variable indicates the importance and impact of the nearest

town, as opposed to the central city above, upon rural residential

property values. It was hypothesized that this impact varies by

distance and by type and amount of activities and services per-

formed there. A small town was usually much closer to each

property than was the center of Eugene; for a few observations

57
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(less than 5 out of more than 160 observations) Eugene was also

considered to be the nearest town. Distance was obtained by plotting

the property location of each observation on local road and highway

maps and measuring distance to the nearest town in miles. This

variable reflects the influence of the nearest town upon rural

residential property values. This variable was expected to correlate

negatively with the dependent variable.

Distance to Reservoir (X8)

This is a variable of principal interest. Distances were

obtained by plotting each property location on local road or tract

maps and measuring distance to reservoir access; they are

measured in miles.

Reservoir Size (X9)

This variable is also of high interest. It has been used in

recreation demand studies as a measure of quality. Quality of a

reservoir is important to its usefulness, impact, and value. Size of

lake is measured by hundred acres of maximum conservation pooL'
Use of this variable tended to accept the hypothesis that a larger

-"Maximum conservation pool is a surfacearea measurement
of the full reservoir.
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lake is superior to or of higher recreational-environmental quality

than a smaller one; this hypothesis indicated that as resource size

increases, its impact and utility will increase. Data were obtained

from reservoir master plans and recreation management manuals.

The above variables are those selected for the statistical

model. Although several other variables were considered, the

above were selected because they were judged to make the best

contribution to the statistical model and to its practical use. The

addition or substitution of additional variables were not indicated

to add increased significance to the statistical model. The effect

of variables upon property values, their tests of significance, and

their final selection in the economic model are discussed in the

following chapter.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSES OF DATA

Introduction

In this chapter the 'reservoir-influenced" and "non-

influenced" data sets collected above are analyzed. Because of the

concern with reservoir influence, the impacts of reservoir influence

variables were investigated in greater detail. This work included

analyses of various combinations of the reservoir model, analyses

of an aggregated data set, modification of the two original data sets,

and revision of the initial models. Analyses were based upon

previous work by Knetsch (1964), Crowley (1974), and suggestions

by Peterson (1974). The following is an over-view of the analyses.

The principle technique used is multiple linear regression

analysis. Initially, the "reservoir and non-reservoir" influenced"

data sets are tested and differences between the two data sets are

indicated. Relationships among variables and signs of the partial

regression coefficients hypothesizedat the start of the study are

analyzed. Variability of data sets is also analyzed. Coefficients

of multiple determination (R2) are determined and compared.

A number of experiments are then conducted to investigate

more fully relationships of the two data setsand to particularly

60
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gain more information on the reservoir influence variables. There

are several experiments with the data sets including testing a

"combined" data set and the testing of several observations from the

non-reservoir model with the 'reservoir-influencedtt data set.

These tests investigate "goodness-of-fit"; R2 values, t values on
I'reservoir influence variables, and residuals of Y-Y plotted against

reservoir distance are compared. On the basis of these tests, the

distance of zero reservoir impact is estimated and the two data

sets are revised.

Finally, the revised data sets are analyzed and with these

data sets, two revised models are developed, which are selected

as the "best" estimates of "reservoir and non-reservoir influenced"

properties. Interpretations of these models are presented.

Mean Values and Varability of Property Prices and
Real Estate Characteristics, by Model

The mean values of property prices, real estate characteristics,

their standard deviations, and the coefficierLts of variation (cv.

of the means, for each model,are shown in Table 1.

Differences Between Populations

In order to estimate whether tEe two data sets represented

different populations, the t statistic was used to test the



Table 1. Mean Values of Property Sale Prices and Real Estate

'Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations of the
means. Percentages indicate coefficients of variation (cv.).
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Characteristics, by Model.

Variable Unit

a!(R) Model (G)

Reservoir General

Y.
1

Propertyprice dollars 20,618
(9,406)
45.62%

17,929
(6,801)
37.93%

X1 Lot size acres 1. 50 1. 68
(1. 15) (1. 15)
76.67% 68.45%

X2 Road frontage feet 201. 3 208. 9
(148.3) (152.8

73.67% 73.15%

X3 State of repair "percent 83. 77 80. 17
or condition good' (15. 4) (13. 4)

18.38% 16.71%

X4 Total rooms number 7. 3 6. 73
(1.57) (1.66)
21.71% 24.67%

X5 Value of neighbor- dollars 3,526 3,868
hood lots (973) (1, 323)

27. 60% 34. 20%

Distance to central miles 18. 14 16.88
city (5.20) (5.02)

28.67% 29.74%

X7 Distance to nearest miles 4.42 6.04
town (2.48) (4.77)

56.11% 78.97%

X8 1/distance to miles 3. 49
res ervoir (3. 12)

89. 40%

X Reservoir size hundred 50.45 --
acres (38. 65)

76. 61%



difference between the means of the property prices (Y.) of Table 1.

The null hypothesis

H:YRYG=O 0rYRYG

was tested against the alternative hypothesis

H :V>a R G

Using a one-tailed test at the five percent level of probability, the

critical t value (tc) at 167 degrees of freedom is 1. 65. The t

statistic is:

where Y. = the mean property value 1,

D = the hypothesized difference between the means = 0,

= the size of each sample set, and

s = the square root of the pooled estimator of the

common population variance.

Substituting the sample data in the above equation, the observed

= the mean of the market price of residential property
in the reservoir model expressed as dollars, and = the mean of
the market price of residential property in the general model
expressed as dollars.
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t value was computed to be t = 2. 14. Since t (2. 14)> t (1. 65)
0 0 C

the null hypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that there was

a real difference between the two population means.

Testing the differences in the two sample populations further,

and using the same t statistic-' as above, the differences between

the means of same pairs of independent variables (X.) of Table 1

were also tested statistically. The same null hypothesis was tested,

that there was no difference between the means of each of the same

pair of variables, against the alternative hypothesis that the means

were not equal. A two-tailed test and the same level of probability

as above were used. The null hypotheses for each of the pairs of

independent variables, except lot size (X1), were rejected and it

was concluded that there were real differences between six of the

seven means of the pairs of independent variables. The hypothesis

that the means of the lot size variables (X1) were equal was not

rejected. These results supported the contention that the two data

sets represented different populations.

The data of Table 1 indicate that property values in the

reservoir model were about $2, 689 per property, or 15 percent,

greater than property values in the general model. In the reservoir

model, the average lot size and road frontage were both slightly

-'The same formula was used as above; the X. sample means
were substituted for the Y. sample means.
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smaller than in the general model: being 1. 50 acres vs. 1.68

acres and 201. 3 feet vs. 208. 9 feet, respectively When converted

to a per acre basis, property values in the reservoir model were

about $3, 073, or 29 percent greater. Homes and improvements in

the reservoir model tended to be larger and in better condition than

those in the general model: being 7. 23 rooms vs. 6.73 rooms,

and 83. 77 'percent good" vs. 80. 17 "percent good", respectively.

The values of neighborhood lots were lower in the reservoir model,

having a mean value of $3, 526 vs. $3, 868 per lot. Neighborhood

lots in the reservoir model, however, tended to be smaller

averaging 1. 57 acres vs. 2. 04 acres itt the general model. When

converted to a per acre basis, neighborhood lot values of the

reservoir model were higher, being $2, 246 vs. $1, 901 per acre.

Properties in the reservoir model were slightly farther from the

central city (Eugene) than those in the general model averaging

18. 14 miles vs. 16. 88 miles. However, properties in the reservoir

model were closer to the nearest town averaging 4. 42 miles vs.

6. 04 miles in the general model.

Measures of variability indicated for each variable in Table 1



are the sample standard deviations (s)-' and the coefficients of

27/variation (cv.).-

The cv. of the dependent variables were 45. 62 percent in the

reservoir model and 37. 93 percent in the general model. A

comparison of the independent variables indicates the cv. of the

percent good' variables were the lowest, being 16. 71 percent in

the general model and 18. 38 percent in the reservoir model. Each

of the reservoir influence variables had high variability; the cv.

of the reciprocal of distance to reservoir variables was 89.40 per-

cent and the cv. of the reservoir size variable was 76. 61 percent.

Variability ranged from less than 17 percent to more thari 89

percent; there was variability between the same pairs of variables.

'The sample standard deviation (s) is the square root of
the sample variance (s2), where

ti

E
2 i=l

S n-i

Sample standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion o the
distribution of the sample (Mendenhall., 1967).

'The coefficient of variation (cv.) is a measure of relative
variation of he sample; cv. = (-&j 100, where s is the sample
standard deviation, and x is the arithmetic mean.
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Multiple Linear Regres sion Analyses

The two data sets were analyzed using the multiple linear

regression model of the statistical form:

YR = b + b1X1+ ... + b9X9 +u,

a ad

Y=b+biXi+...+b7X7+u

where is the dependent variable of the reservoir model and

is the dependent variable of the general model and the X. represent

each of the independent variables explained in Chapter III. The

term u represents the random error, and the b. terms are para-

meters to be estimated. The stepwise multiple linear regression

procedure was used. The partial regression coefficient values

indicate the change in property sale price resulting from a unit

change in the value of one real estate characteristic, given that

the values of the other real estate characteristics remain constant.

The partial regrssion coefficients for each model are shown in

Table 2 as well as the values of R2, standard errors, and levels of

statistical significance.

Stepwise multiple linear regression is an improved version

of the forward selection multiple least squares procedure. Using

analyses of variance the stepwise regression tests and re-tests
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Table 2. Partial Regression Coefficients arid Coefficients of
Multiple Determination, by Model.

'Numbers in parenthesis are standard errors of the
coefficients (Sb).

Statistically different from zero at 1 percent level of
probability.

Stastically different from zero at 5 percent level of
probability.

# Statistically different from zero at 10 percent level of
probability.
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Real Estate Characteristics Unit

(R) Models' (G)

Reservoir General

X1 Lot size acres 918 793#

(633) (445)

X2 Road frontage feet -4.41 0.67
(4. 88) (3. 23)

X3 State of reapir or percent 302 251
condition good'T (45. 7) (35. 9)

X4 Total rooms number 1,355 1,220
(435) (278)

X5 Value of neighborhood dollars 0. 72
4,4,

0. 83
lots (0. 67) (0. 37)

X6 Distance of central city miles _282# _193#

(148) (107)

X Distance to nearest town miles 759 136
(266) (113)

1/distance to reservoir miles 830
(214) --

X9 Reservoir size hundred 33 -
acres (22) --

R2 (percent) 79. 25 53. 83
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the contribution each variable makes in reducing the variance of

each step (stage) of the procedure. It proceeds in stages; starting

with the simple correlation matrix, it first enters into regression

the Independent variable most highly correlated with the dependent

variable. The contribution a variable makes in reducing total

variance is used at each succeeding step; the next variable selected

to enter the regression depends upon that independent variable

which will make the greatest contribution to total explained variation

(R2). The improvements over the forward selection procedure

involve the re-examination of each step of the regression of the

variables incorporated into the model in previous steps. An

independent variable which may have been the tbest" single variable,

when entered at an earlier step, may later become of lesser

significance because of relationships between it and other variables

now in regression. Analyses of variance are re-calculated and

relevance of variables verified at each step of regression. At

each step, a judgment is made on the contribution made by each

variable as though each had been the most recent variable entered.

The steps continue until no additional variables will be added to the

regression equation and no more will be rejected (Draper and Smith,

1966).

The standard errors of each partial regression coefficient

(Sb) permit the placing of a confidence interval around each partial
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coefficient value to test whether the value of that coefficient is

significantly different from zero. If the constructed confidence

interval for a selected probability includes zero, the null hypothesis

that the true slope of the partial regression coefficient is equal to

zero (3 0) is not rejected. Similarily, if the selected confidence

interval does not include zero, the null hypothesis that
1

= 0 is

rejected; and it is concluded that an estimated linear relationship

exists between a given independent variable and property sale price.

Functional Forms of Vaziables

Prior to final selection of the functional forms of the variables

shown in Table 1, several transformations were tried and tested

on the variables that were indicated to be statistically different

from zero at 10 percent or higher levels of probability. The follow-

ing transformation forms of these variables were tested: the

logarithmic, reciprocal, square, square root, and square root of

the cube. These transformations did not increase the R2 statistic

above that of either of the selected models, nor did they increase

the t values of the partial regression coefficients of any of these

independent variables.

Also, each multiple regression equation was tested in the
2

exponential and double-log forms. These did not increase the R

statistic in either the reservoir or the general model.



Additional or Improved Variables

A "dummy' variable indicating year of sale was also tested

with each model using current prices instead of property values in

constant 1970 dollars. Although the coefficients of this variable

were significant at the one percent level of probability in each model,

the R2 statistic was reduced slightlyin each test.

Additional and alternative property characteristic variables

were also tested in the two models. They included: age of structure,

amount of living area, amount of floor area, and number of baths.

These variables were tested in several transformations; results,

however, were less satisfactory than those obtained with the

selected variables.

Attempting to select an improved indicator of reservoir

quality, the following additional reservoir variables were tested:

(a) size of developed area (per reservoir), (b) the ratio of developed

area to total reservoir area,-' (c) an index of estimated peak

visitor capacity, (d) ratio estimates of total annual visitor use to

developed area and (e) ratio of total annual visitor use to total

reservoir area. Th,ese alterriative variables did not improve study
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'The total reservoir area equals its total water area plus
the total surrounding land area within the project.
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results; they were less meaningful than the two reservoir influence

variables selected.

An attempt was made to improve the access variables. It is

often hypothesized that the impact of smaller cities and towns--

represented by the nearest town--upon property values varies by

distance and by the type and amount of economic activities performed

there. This hypothesis was tested. Total personal income esti-

mates of the smaller cities and towns were selected for testing as

an indicator of each town's type and amount of economic activities.

The total personal income estimates for each of the study area's

smaller towns were derived from 1970 U.S. Census of Population

data. The personal income and distance variables for each town

were combined and tested as a gravity variable of the general

form:
personalincomegravity variable - distance

Several gravity variable formulations were tested including: personal

income squared, distance squared, square root of the distance, and

square root of the cube of the distance to nearest town. The tested

formulations did not produce significant results and this concept

was discarded.

There was ad4itional work to improve the neighborhood

rariable. A search indicated no additional available indicators.

Property value is a common indicator of neighborhood
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attractiveness; neighborhood lost values were used instead because

property value data were not available. Other researchers have

used average family income as an indicator of neighborhood

attractiveness (Schefter, 1976) because there is a high correlation

between income and property values. Based upon previous research

and the data available, it was concluded that lot values were a good

indicator of neighborhood attractiveness,

Intercorrelation

Intercorrelation of independent variables was also analyzed.

When selecting variables for multiple regression analyses, it is

important that they have low intercorrelation, i.e., that they be

relatively independent of each other. Examples of intercorrelation

were given in the previous chapter. Increasing levels of inter-

correlation are reflected in increasing standard errors of partial

regression coefficients which tends to mean lowered reliability

for the individual regression coefficients (Johnston, 1963; Kmenta,

1971). An r value of 0.6 was considered to be critical.' The

intercorrelation matrices show that all r values are less than 0. 6;

29/- The critical r value > 0. 6 is a rule-of-thumb value. The
simple correlation coefficient only measures the linear relation-
ship between two variables; also, a method is not available to
determine whether a simple correlation coefficient i high in terms
of one variable's effect on another in the model.



many of their values are less than 0. 1.--' The independent van-

ables were also checked for auto-correlation with their respective

dependent variables.

Partial Regression Coefficient Values, Levels of Significance, and
Relationships Between Real Estate Characteristics and

Property Value Sale Price, By Model

The improvement variables, in each model, weighed impor-

tantly upon property values and correlated positively with those values.

In each model, the partial regression coefficients of the variables

"percent good"(X3) and the total number of rooms (X4) were signifi-

cantly different from zero at the one percent level of probability.

The coefficients on the "percent good" varia.ble (X3) indicated that a

one percent increase in the condition of improvements, ceteris

paribus, would cause a property price increase of $302 in the

reservoir model and of $251 in the general model. On the same

basis, an increase of one in the number of rooms (X4) would cause

a property price increase of $1, 355 in the reservoir model and of

$1, 220 in the general model. These coefficients clearly indicated

that larger homes and homes in better condition were preferred to

the opposites. The signs on each of these coefficients on the same

pair of variables were as hypothesized.
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The iritercorrelation matrices for each multiple regres-
sion model are shown in Appendix 1.
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The partial regression coefficients on the lot size variable

(X1), in each model, indicated that these variables correlated

positively with property values. The coefficient of this variable in

the general model was statistically different from zero at the ten

percent level of probability. That coefficient indicated that, ceteris

paribus, a one acre change in lot size would cause a property price

change of $793. In. each model, the signs of the coefficients were

as hypothesized and the coefficients indicated that larger lots

increased the attractiveness of rural residential properties

The access variable, distance to the central city (X6), was

also important to the property value calculus. The partial regres-

sion coefficients of this variable, in each model, were statistically

different from zero at the ten percent level of significance; each

correlated negatively with property value. The regression coeffici-

ents on this variable indicated that, ceteris paribus, a one mile

change in that distance would cause an opposite property price

change of $282 in the reservoir model and of $193 in the general

model; reflecting property values decreased as rural residential

properties were located at greater distances from the county's

central business area. The signs were as hypothesized.

The signs on each of the partial regression coefficients on the

second access variable, distance to nearest town (X7), correlated

positively with property values and were opposite to those
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hypothesized at the start of the study. The regression coefficient

of this variable in the reservoir model was statistically different

from zero at the one percent level of probability. That coefficient

indicated that, ceteris paribus, a one mile increase in that distance

would cause a property price increase of $759. These data did not

indicate that smaller local towns have a positive effect upon rural

residential property values. This may have occurred because

there were relatively few such towns in the study area and the

sampled residences may not have been ITtiedit economically to these

few towns. The rural residential properties may have been related

to other small local retail (shopping) or unincorporated areas that

were not quantified in this study.

The partial regression coefficients on the neighborhood vari-

able (X5), in each model, indicated that these variables correlated

positively with property values. The partial regression coefficient

in the general model was statistically significant at the five per-

cent level. That coefficient indicated that, ceteris' paribus, a one

dollar change in the value of neighborhood lots would cause a similar

property price change of $0. 83. In each model, the signs were as

hypothesiz ed.

The reservoir influence variables also affect property

values, arid, as hypothesized, correlated positively with those

values. These variables are in the reservoir model only. The
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partial regression coefficient on the rec-iprocal of distance to

reservoir variable (X8) was statistically different from zero at the

one percent level of probability; the coefficient on the reservoir size

variable (X9) was significant at the 15 percent level. The coefficient

on the reservoir size variable indicated that, ceteris paribus, a

one hundred acre decrease in reservoir size would cause a property

price decrease of $33. The coefficient on the reciprocal of distance

to reservoir variable indicated that, ceteris paribus, a one unit

increase in this variable from the mean value would cause a property

price increase of $830. The regression coefficients on the reservoir

influence variables indicate that a large reservoir -is preferred

to a smaller reservoir -and that nearness to reservoirs is also

preferred. The coefficient on the reciprocal of the distance to

reservoir variable indicates that there is an increment of property

value due reservoir proximity and that increment initially drops

rapidly as reservoir distance is increased.

The contribution of the two reservoir influence variables to

the value of the reservoir model was tested by fitting this model

without these variables. The additior' of the reciprocal of distance

to reservoir variable (X8) to the reservoir model added 5. 89 per-

cent to the R2 value and the addition of that variable and the

reservoir size variable (X9) together added 8.74 percent to the R



Also presented in Table 2 are the coefficients of multiple

determination (R2) for each model. These R2 values indicate the

percent of the total variation in property sale price explained by the

variables in each model. The R2 values were 79. 25 percent for

the reservoir model and 53.83 percent for the general model.

The R2 value for the general model was about as would be expected

to be obtained from the cross-sectional data used. A check of

comparative or similar studies indicated that this R2 value was

consistent with R2 values obtained in those studies (Dornbusch,

1974; Dornbusch, 1975; Barrager, 1973). The R2 value obtained

for the reservoir model was significantly higher. It was higher

than would be expected to be obtained from the data used; however,

the reservoir influenced sample properties appeared to be less

heterogeneous than the sample observations of the general model.

Further Analyses of Reservoir Variables

Because of the particular concern with the reservoir influence

variables and the concern with the criterion for separation of the

two data sets, the assumed impact distances of the lakes were

investigated further.

-"Summaries of step-wise reression model results, order
of variable entry, and F-level and R values after each entry are
shown in Appendix 2.
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The reservoir model (n6l) was changed by modifying the

form of the distance to reservoir variable from reciprocal form

(lID) to (D + D )- in order to test the distance of zero reservoir

impact. Since use of the modified form generates a second degree

equation, a partial derivative of that equation, with respect to

reservoir distance, will estimate the maximum or minimum point.

None of the forms of the other variables were changed. A multiple

regression of the reservoir model in modified form was obtained;

the sign of the distance variable was negative and the sign of the

distance variable squared was positive. The R2 value of the

reservoir model dropped slightly, from 0. 7925 to 0. 7743; the t

value of the partial regression coefficient of the reservoir distance

variable in reciprocal form was 3. 9 and t values of the partial

regression coefficients of the reservoir distance variable in modified

form were 2. 2 (D) and 1. 3 (D2). The coefficient of the variable

in reciprocal form was statistically different from zero at the one

percent level of probability. In the modified form, the coefficient of

the D variable was statistically different from zero at the five

percent level and the coefficient of the D2 variable was statistically

different from zero at the 20 percent level of probability only.

These two transformations on the distance to reservoir
variable are referred to as the reciprocal form (l/D) and the
modified form (D + D2).
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Since, in the reservoir model, t1 partial regression coeffi-

ents of the distance to reservoir variables in modified form are of

the signs discussed above (D + D2), the point of zero reservoir

impact may be estimated. The partial derivative of these regres-

sion coefficients on the distance to reservoir variable indicated that

the distance of zero impact was 1. 1 miles. This impact distance

was tested further.

The reservoir size variable (X9) in the original model was

statistically different from zero at the 15 percent level and declined

to being statistically different from zero at only the 25 percent level

in the model having the modified form. This model result is shown

in Appendix 3.

Dis-aggregated Reservoir Model

The reservoir model was then the dis -aggregated into two data

sub-sets, one data sub-set representing the large reservoir (Fern

Ridge) and the second data sub-set representing the other four

reservoirs, in order to test further for the distance of zero reser-

voir impact. Two multiple regression equations were developed of

each data sub-set. In the first equation of each data sub-set the

distance to reservoir variable was in reciprocal form and in the
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second equation this variable was in the modified For

these four equations, all R2 values were within the range 0. 7400 to

0. 8000. The t values of the partial regression coefficients of the

reservoir distance variable in reciprocal form were 5.. 3 for the

Fern Ridge data sub-set and 108 for the second data sub-set. The

t values of the partial regression coefficients of the distance to

reservoir variables in the modified form were 0. 4 (D) and 0. 5 (D2)

for the Fern Ridge data sub-set, and were 1. 3 (D) and 0. 8 (D2) for

the second data sub-set. The coefficients of the distance to reservoir

variables in reciprocal form were each statistically different from

zero at the one percent level of probability. A reservoir size

variable was not included in the Fern Ridge data sub-set. This

variable (X9) was included in the second data sub-set; however, the

t values of the regression coefficients of this variable indicated that

it was not statistically significant in either model. In the Fern

Ridge data sub-set, the partial derivative of the regression

coefficients on the distance to reservoir variable indicated that the

distance of zero impact was 1.62 miles; and in the second data

subset, the comparable partial derivative indicated that the point of

zero impact was 0. 82 miles. However, the coefficients upon which

these two distance estimates are based were not statistically
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'These model results are also shown in Appendix 3.
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significant. This analysis was inconclusive. In an attempt to shed

more light on the important relationship between reservoir distance

and property values, another approach was tried.

Analyses of Combined Data

In this step all data which were previously analyzed separately

in a two part (Hreservoirht and 'Tgeneralt1) model were combined.

This required data on the reservoir variables for the observations

in the general model. In order to obtain these additional data each

observation in this sample set was re-plotted on local area maps and

distances to reservoir were measured; reservoir size data were

also determined for each observation.

Two multiple regression equations were developed using this

'combined" data set (n=169), the first with the distance to reservoir

variable in reciprocal form and the second equation with that

variable in the modified form. There were no other changes

among the independent variables. All variables specified in the

reservoir model were used Testing the equation having the

reciprocal form, the R2 value dropped to 0.4738 and the t value

of the partial regression coefficient of the distance to reservoir

variable was 1. 7. This coefficient was statistically different from

'These model results are shown in Appendix 4.



zero at the 10 percent level of probability. The partial regression

coefficient of the reservoir size variable (X9) was not statistically

significant.

Similar results were obtained with the equation having the

modified form of the distance to reservoir variable. The R2 value

was 0. 4399. The t values of the partial regression coefficients of

the distance to reservoir variables were 1. 4 (D) and 1. 2 (D2); the

first was statistically different from zero at the 15 percent level of

probability and the second was statistically different from zero at

less than the ao percent level of probability. The coefficient of the

reservoir size variable (X9) was not statistically significant.

Two additional tests of this data set were made as multiple

regression equations were developed using the exponential and

double-log forms. In these formulations, the values were not

increased, nor were the t values of the regression coefficients of the

distance to reservoir variable increased. These alternative

formulations did not improve the explanation of reservoir influence.

To more fully understand the maximum distance of reservoir

impact and to further estimate the distance of zero impact, residuals

of the "combinedt data set were analyzed. The residuals of the

actual minus the predicted values (Y - of each of the above

multiple regression equations in additive form were plotted against

the reservoir distance variable. Each set of residuals was
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inspected visually. Those analyses indicated that the absolute values

of the residuals were smaller up to 2.. 2 to 2.. 5 miles distance from

the reservoir. At this distance the residuals tended to increase in

magnitude. This indicated this was the approximate distance of

zero reservoir impact. On the basis of this information, it was

concluded that the observations of the general model with a maximum

reservoir distance of 2. 5 miles should be combined with the reservoir

model. Seventeen observations of the general model fell into this

group.

The "combinedTM data (n=169) set did not increase the R2

values, nor did it increase the significance of the independent vari-

ables; particularly it did not increase the tvalues of the reservoir

distance variable(s). This data set was used to confirm the above

estimate of zero reservoir impact. A partial derivative of the

coefficients of regression equation having the distance to reservoir

variable in modified form was calculated. That estimate indicated

that the distance of zero reservoir impact was 2.. 3 miles; it tended

to confirm the results obtained by plotting residuals against the

distance to reservoir variable.

Revised Reservoir-Influenced Data

The 17 observations of the general model, being 1. 6 to 1. 5

miles distance from the reservoir, were then added to the data of
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the reservoir model; these were the observations that were noted

above. In order to test effects of different reservoir distances, four

sample sets (ri67, 69, 71 and 78) were developed which were based

upon groupings of the distance to reservoir variable. The upper

bounds of the groupings selected were 1. 9, Z. 1, 2. 3, and 2.. 5 miles.

Two multiple regression equations were developed for each sample

set: one equation with the distance to reservoir variable in

reciprocal form, and the second equation with that variable in

modified form, as was done previous1y." There were no other

changes among the independent variables. The results of these and

the earlier regressions were compared.

In testing the Hgoodness_of_fithl with the additional observa-

tions added to the data of the reservoir model, R2 values, t values

of the partial regression coefficients of the distance to reservoir

and reservoir size variables, and the residuals were compared.

The R2 values of each of the equations were similar to those

obtained earlier in the analyses of reservoir-influenced data. They

ranged from 0. 7585 to 0. 7806 vs. the R2 value of 0. 7925 shown in

Table 2; these values are shown in Appendices 5 and 6. When each

pair of equations, developed on the same sample set, were compared,

--'Results of the two models developed from each of these
four sample sets plus results of two models developed from the
sample set of size n 61 are shown in Appendices 5 and 6.
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2the R values of the equations having the reservoir distance variable

in. reciprocal form were slightly higher in each case. Also, the t

values of the coefficients of the distance to reservoir variable in

reciprocal form were higher in each case. The highest t value

(4. 0) of the coefficient of the distance to reservoir

obtained with the sample set of size n 69 and with the equation

having the reservoir distance variable in reciprocal form; the

highest coefficient (0. 7879) was also obtained for this equation.

The partial derivative of the equation in modified form of this

sample set indicated that the distance of zero reservoir impact was

1. 9 miles. For each of the eight equations tested, the t values on

the coefficients of the reservoir size variable declined considerably

from the t value obtained in Table 2, from 1. 52 to 1. 14 or less.

This indicated that this variable, which was proposed as an indi-

cator of reservoir quality and impact, was not statistically dif-

ferent from zero even. at the 20 percent level of probability. The

A
residuals of the actual minus the predicted values (Y - Y) of each

of these eight equations were also plotted against the reservoir

distance variable. Analyses of these residuals indicated that

increased dispersion started at about 2. 1 miles reservoir distance;

this was particularly apparent from the four sets of residuals of

the two larger sample sets (n = 71 and n = 78).

These results indicated that, for the reservoir impact areas
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under study in Lane County, Oregon, maximum reservoir impact

distance was not a function of differential reservoir size. That is,

the extent of reservoir influence, based upon this study, was the

same for each of the five reservoirs, whether the lake surface area

was 697 acres, 8,925 acres, or some area between those extremes.

The reservoir size variable was not statistically significant; size

did not measure recreational opportunity or recreational-

environemntal impact. Also, human and natural barriers toaccess-

ibility, discussed by Dornbusch, (1974), did not appear to be a

constraint to reservoir impact.

Tests Using Binary Variable

This analysis also included the addition of a binary (a

TTdummy?r or ;o1H) variable, representing the reservior influ-

ence,-' to the combined data set (n = 169) and the testing of

reservoir impact effects with a binary variable in multiple regres-

sion analyses. The binary variable was tested in two different

reservoir data combinations. These were reservoir-influenced

data sets of n = 61 and 78, which were based upon the same reservoir

distance groupings as used above. Test results using this variable

-"Binary or dummy variables are useful in representing
effects of the "with-and-without res ervoir influence (Johnston,
1963). This procedure is applicable to this study.
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were not attractive as R2 values were 0. 3680 to 0. 3826; these values

were much lower than those obtained with the other models.

Although in each test, the partial regression coefficient on the binary

variable was statistically different from zero at the one percent level,

the binary variable did not improve the eplanation of reservoir

influence and property value. When analysis of variance data were

compared between the equations of this test and the earlier equations

of the 'combined" data set the variabilities of these data sets were

increased significantly. Thus, on the basis of these results, the

use of a binary variable with the combined data set was not con-

sidered further.

On the basis of these supplemental analyses, it was concluded

that the initial assumed reservoir impact distances should be

revised and that reservoir impact distance was not a function of

reservoir size. These analyses also suggested that the original

models--the reservoir and general models--be retained in concept,

but that they be modified. These supplemental tests also indicated

that the distance of zero reservoir impact in this study area was

2. 1 miles and that superior results were obtained with the distance

to reservoir variable in reciprocal form. Each of the original data

sets was therefore revised and eight observations were shifted

from the general model to the reservoir model.



Selection of "Best Estimates

Revised Data Sets

The initial reservoir and general models were re-evaluated

based upon the revised reservoir impact distance and the revised

data sets (ri = 69 and n = 100). The new mean values of property

prices, of real estate characteristics, their standard deviations

and the coefficients of variation (cv.) for each model using the

revised set are shown in Table 3.

The t statistic, identified above as equation 4. 1, was used to

test whether the two revised data sets represented different popula-

tions; the difference between the means of the dependent variables

was analyzed. The null hypothesis that the means were equal

was tested against the alternative

H:Y>Y
a R G

A one-tailed test at the five percent level of probability was

again used. Substituting the revised data into equation 4. 1 the

null hypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that there was a

real difference between the population means.

The data of Table 3 indicate that property values iii the

reservoir model were about $1, 919 per property greater than in
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Table 3. Mean Values of Property Sale Prices and Real Estate
Characteristics for Revised Data Sets.
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'Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations of the means.
Percentages indicate coefficients of variation (cv.).

Variable Unit

(R) Mode1' (G)

Reservoir General

Property price dollars 20,724
(9, 042)

17,805
(6, 428)

43.63% 36.10%

X1 Lot size acres 1.48 1.71
(1. 10) (1. 09)
74.32% 63.74%

X2 Road frontage feet 196.0 212.9
(143. 5) (148.3)

73.21% 69.66%

X3 State of repair Upercent 84. 07 79. 78
or condition good'T (15.0) (13.3)

17.84% 16.67%

X4 Total rooms number 7. 22 6. 75
(1.53) (13.3)
21.19% 23.85%

X5 Value of neighbor- dollars 3, 485 3, 896
hood lots (965) (1, 320)

27.69% 33.88%

X6 Distance to central miles 17. 87 16. 99
city (4.97) (5.00)

27.81% 29.43%

X7 Distance to nearest miles 4. 40 6. 05
town (2.46) (4.76)

55.91% 78.68%

X8 1/distance to miles 3. 41
res ervoir (3. 09)

91. 41%

X Reservoir size hundred 51. 37
acres (38. 88)

75. 71% --
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the general model; the data of Table 1 indicated a $2, 689 difference.

On a per acre basis, property values in the reservoir model were

about $3, 591 greater than in the general mode]. The average values

of the independent variables of each model changed by only small

amounts. The average lot size of the reservoir model was 1. 48

acres vs. 1. 50 acres previously, in the general model this value was

1. 71 acres vs. 1. 68 acres estimated earlier. The average value of

neighborhood lots in the reservoir model changed from $3, 526 to

$3, 485 and in the general model changed from $3, 868 to $3, 896.

Changes of other average values of variables were also small.

Each revised data set was next analyzed using the stepwise multi-

ple linear regression procedure. The partial regression coefficient

values for each model, the standard error (Sb) of each partial

regression coefficient, and the coefficients of multiple determination

(R2) for each model are shown in Table 4. The statistical

significance from zero of partial regression coefficients at the 1

and 5 percent levels of probability are shown with asterisks and

double asterisks, respectively.

In the reservoir model partial regression coefficients of the

same four independent variables were significantly different from

zero at the one percent level of probability as with the original

reservoir data set: ttpercent good' (X3), total number of rooms

distance to nearest town (X7), and reciprocal of distance to



Table 4. Partial Regression Coefficients and Coefficients of
Multiple Determination for Models Using Revised Data
Sets.

'Numbers in parenthesis are standard errors of the
coefficients (Sb).

Statistically different from zero at 1 percent level of
probability.

Statistically different from zero at 5 percent level of
probability.
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Real Estate Characteristics Unit

(R) Mode1" (G)

Reservoir General

X1 Lot size acres 701
(606)

1,066k
(393)

X2 Road frontage feet -2. 00 3. 19
(4. 60) (1. 84)

X3 State of reapir or Ttpercent 308 261*

condition goodTT (42. 9) (30. 5)

* *
X4 Total rooms number 1,523 1,352

(393) (243)

* *
X5 Value of neighborhood dollars 0.. 57 0. 59

lots (0.62) (0.29)

X6 Distance to central city miles _348** 226
(143) (92)

X Distance to nearest town miles 758k 143
(248) (96)

X8 1/distance to reservoir miles 781*

(197)

X9 Reservoir size hundred 22
acres (20)

R2 (percent) 78.06 58.23
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reservoir (X8). The partial regression coefficient of one independent

variable was significantly different from zero at the fIve percent

level: distance to central city (X6); in the original data set this

variable was significant at the ten percent level. Given the revised

data set, the partial regression coefficients of the remaining four

independent variables: lot size (X1), road frontage (X2), value of

neighborhood lots (X5), and reservoir size (X9) were not significantly

different from zero even at the 15 percent level. The coefficient of

multiple determination (R2) declined slightly, to 78. 06 percent in

this reservoir model.

In the general model, using the revised data set, partial

regression coefficients of three independent variables were

significantly different from zero at the one percent level of prob-

ability: '1percent good1 (X3), total number of rooms (X4), and lot

size (X1). Using the original general data set the first two

coefficients were significant at the same level of probability and

the lot size coefficient was significantly different from zero at the

ten percent level. The partial regression coefficients of two

independent variables were significantly different from zero at the

five percent level: value of neighborhood lots (X5), and distance to

central city (X6). In the original data set the neighborhood coeffici-

ent was significant at the same level of probability and the second

coefficient was significantly different from zero at the ten percent
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level. The partial regression coefficients of the independent vari-

ables road frontage (X) and distance to nearest town (X7) were not

significantly different from zero even at the 15 percent level of

probability. The R2 value of the genera]. model, using the revised

data set, increased to 58. 23 percent.

In comparing the data of Table 4, of each model, the

coefficients of the two improvement variables--(X3 and X4)--

proved to be highly significant, having t values from 4. 0 to 8. 6.

In each stepwise regression, these two variables each entered in the

first two iterations and together accounted for about one-half of the

explained variation. In the general model, the lot size variable

(X1) entered in the third step and was significant at the one percent

level of probability, although the coefficient of this variable was of

lesser significance in the reservoir model. In the reservoir model,

the coefficients of two variables--distance to nearest town (X7) and

reciprocal of distance to reservoir (X8)--have t values which exceed

3. 0. Twovariables were relatively insignificant. In each analysis the

road frontage variable (X2) was last to be added to the regression

procedure; thus, indicating that the contribution of this variable

was minimal, this variable was not statistically significant. There

was no apparent reason for its continued use in either model. The

reservoir size variable (X9) of the reservoir model was also con-

sidered. Using the revised data set (n 69), the t value of the



coefficient of this variable declined from 1. 52 to 1. 10, indicating

that reservoir size (Xj was a nonsignificant variable.

Revised Models

In searching for the "best estimates of the reservoir and

general models, an additional pair of stepwise multiple linear

regression models was prepared. In the above analysis it was

concluded that the road frontage (X2) and reservoir size (X9) van-

ables were nonsignificant. These two variables were omitted

from the regressions; results are shown in Table 5. The R2 values

were 77.05 percent in the reservoir model and 57. 76 percent in the

general model.

In the revised reservoir model, partial regression coefficients

of five independent variables were found to be statistically different

from zero at the one percent level of probability. These were the

coefficients on the same four variables as reported in each of the

reservoir models reported above (Tables 2 arid 4) and the coefficient

of the distance to central city variable (X6). The effect of the

reciprocal of the distance to reservoir variable (X8) is shown in

Appendix 7. The two remaining variables of the revised reservoir

model--lot size (X1) and value of neighborhood lots (X5)--were not

significant even at the 15 percent level.

In the revised general model, partial regression coefficients
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Table 5. Partial Regression Coefficientsarid Coefficients of
Multiple Determination for Revised Models.
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'Numbers in parenthesis are standard errors of the coeffici-
ents (Sb).

Statistically different from zero at 1 percent level of
probability.

** Statistically different from zero at 5 percent level of
probability.

Real Estate Characteristics Unit

(R) Model' (G)

Reservoir General
4-

X Lot size acres 630 1,202
1 (529) (375)

X3 State of repair or ttpercent 327 261*

condition goodTt (39. 4) (30. 6)

*
X4 Total rooms number 1,555 1,313

(390) (241)

**
X5 Value of neighborhood dollars 0. 40 0. 63

lots (0. 59) (0. 29)

**
X6 Distance to central city miles -426 -218

(122) (92)

X Distance to nearest town miles 820 137
(232) (96)

*
X0 1/distance to reservoir miles 777

(194)

R2 (percent) 77. 55 57. 76
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of three independent variables were significantly different from

zero at the one percent level of probability and coefficients of two

variables were significant at the five percent level. For the revised

general model the same variables tested at the same significance as

in the previous iteration, although the coefficients changed some-

what. The final coefficient, that of the distance to nearest town

variable (X7) was not significantly different from zero, even at the

15 percent level of probability.

In these iterations--the revised models--only the coefficient

of one variable in the general model and only the coefficients of two

variables in the reservoir model were not statistically different

from zero at the five percent level of probability. It was concluded

from these tests that the two revised models, shown in Table 5,

should be selected as the hlbestu estimates of their respective prop-

erty values. In each model the It2 values were reasonable and those

values were comparable with results of similar studies (Dornbusch,

1974; Barrager, 1973). The intercorr.elation matrices for each of

these revised models are shown in Appendix 8; all variables met the

critical r value criterion selected above.' Several mathematical

forms were considered and these revised models produced a higher

.ZJSummaries of step-wise regression reduced model results,
order of variable entry, and F-level and R2 values after each
entry are shown in Appendix 9.



share of significant variables and also used a smaller number of

variables than the alternatives. These revised models resulted in

acceptable R2 values. Thus, the two revised models described in

Table 5 were considered to be the '1be'st't estimates for this study.

In order to estimate whether, in addition to the reservoir

influence, the structure for each of the revised models is different'

in other respects, the t statistic-' was used to test the differences

between the partial regression coefficients on the same pairs of

variables of Table 5. The null hypothesis

A ' A A
H : b. - b.' = 0, or b. b

0 1. 1 1

was tested against the alternative hypothesis that the coefficients

were not equal. Using a two-tailed test at the five percent level of

probability, the critical t value (tc) is 1. 96. The null hypothesis for

each of the coefficients of the pairs of independent variables, except

the distance to nearest town variable (X7), were not rejected. The

null hypothesis of the coefficients of variable X7 was rejected and it

was concluded that there was a real difference between the coefficients

of variable X7.

38/ . .This statistic is described in Appendix 10.
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Summary

The 'best'T estimates were selected after analyses of the

original data sets and of a "combined" data set. The reservoir

influence variables were analyzed in considerable detail, including

the distance of zero reservoir impact. The initial data sets were

revised because of that new information. A two-part model was

used because each data set appeared to represent different popula-

tious and this technique resulted in higher R2 values. The revised

models were selected because they produced easonably high

values and these models had six common independent variables of

seven that could be compared. Also, of a total of thirteen inde-

pendent variables, eight were statistically different from zero at

the one percent level of probability and two were significantly dif-

ferent at the five percent leveL
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CHAPTER V

APPLICATION OF STUDY RESULTS

In this chapter--it is attempted to test, in a limited way, the

generality of the selected mo4els by testing the predictios generated

from the general mode-iwith data from another area than the one

from which the model was developed. Secondly, the application of

the models is demonstrated by applying them in an ex post evaluation

to the estimation of impact and benefits from an existing reservoir.

Finally, some suggestions are made for other applications of the

models and the issue of double counting benefits-is discussed.

Transferability of the General Model

An additional step in analyzing the applicability of study results

was to test the transferability of the general model to- another area.

This was tested by applying rural nonfarm residential data of

we-stern Washington County, Oregon to the-general mode-i. A-sample

of 28 observations, representing about a 20 percent sample, was

drawn, using a table of random numbers, from a file of 1970 to

1974 rural residential s-ales. The proprty value mean of

the Washington County data was compared statistically to the model's
A

estimä.te of the property value mean
(YGw)

obtained from the general
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model using the individual Washington County data.

The property value mean of the Washington County data

is $23, 130. The models estimate of that property value
w

mean (YG ) is $24, 357., being obtained from the above data and
W 39/adjusted for the different incomes in Washington County. The

t statistic, identified above as equation 4.1, was used to test the

difference between the western Washington County property value

mean and the modelTs estimate of that mean. The null hypothesis,

that there was no difference between the means, was tested against

the alternative that the means were not equal. A two-tailed test at

the five percent level of probability, having a critical t value (t)

of 1. 98 at 126 degrees of freedom, was used.

Substituting the sample data in the test statistic, the observed

t value (t) was 0. 85. Since to (0. 85) < tc (1. 98) the null hypothesis

was not rejected and it was concluded that there is no difference
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2JAn income variable was not entered into the Lane County
re gres sion equations because cross - sectional family income data
were not available for those models. However an average family
income difference of 23 percent was indicated for Washington over
Lane County, which was indicated to affect average property values.
This relationship was explained by the regression equation
Y = - $2, 388 + 1. 884 X; a relationship based upon Lane County
Census Tract data from the 1970 U.S. Cenus of Population; where
Y = mean property value, X = mean family income, and the coeffici-
ent of determination (r2) = 0. 9468. The property values which
were used in the general model were adjusted using this regression
equation in order to account for county family income differences.
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between the Washington County property value mean and the model's

estimate of that mean, This test indicates that the selected models

are transferabl$2! and that they will predict rural residential

property value impact of a recreational-environmental resource in

the test area.

An Ex Post Analysis

This analysis estimates what has been accomplished by a

project's development. It requires that property development rates

and values be estimated on a htwith_and_withoutU project basis--'1

since the project's completion. The Fern Ridge Lake impact area

was selected for this demonstration.

Fern Ridge Lake

Fern Ridge Lake, a U S Army Corps of Engineers multi-

purpose reservoir, completed in 1941 in west-central Lane County,

'The general model was re-estimated using grouped data
from the Washington County observations, The null hypotheses
was tested using a t test to test the difference between two means
Using this grouped data the null hypothesis was not rejected and
it was concluded that there is no difference between the two popula-
tion means. The test using grouped data was not as powerful as
when individual data were used

This basis is distinct from the Ibefore_and after??
alternative.
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Oregon, is described in Chapter III; its location is shown in Figures

land 2.. This 8,925acre surface area lakeissupplementedby

about 1, 750 acres of additional project lands including 375 acres
42/developed as private and public recreational areas, and is managed

for various fish, wildlife, conservation, and recreational uses.

The total project and adjacent surrounding areas have many aesthetic

and environmentally pleasing features. Recreational use has

increased from 53, 100 visitor days in 1945, to 371, 700 visitor days

in 1960, and to more than 1, 300,000 visitor days in 1970. This lake

functions as a major regional park for the Eugene-Springfield area.

Many residences, having a definite lake orientation, have been built

in the lake's impact area.

In the areas adjacent to this lake, the local population was

historically rural and farm-oriented. In 1940, there were three

small communities--Alvadore, Elmira, and Veneta. The 1940

population of theadjacent rural area was about 1, 529 persons.

The local communities and the transportation system have

42 /- Many of these data are taken from U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers manuals, from an unpublished Fern Ridge Lake
Environmental Assessment Report (1975), and fromother unpublished
data.

- This estimate is bas
data for three rural precincts
about 48 persons living in the
included.

ed upon U. S. Census of Population
and includes a farm population of
reservoir area; Veneta data are
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grown considerably since that time. There has been an increase in

local employment, a significant decrease in the number of farms, a

significant increase in local housing, and improvements in water

and sewer facilities. In 1970, the population of the adjacent rural

area was approximately 4435 persons.±.' Lane county, during

this period, was among the most rapidly growing areas of the

Pacific Coast; many of its rural areas however were not. Popula-

tion growth in the Fern Ridge Lake impact area has exceeded that

of Lane County. Some of this population increase was directly due

to the influence of Fern Ridge Lake. To estimate reservoir

influence rural residential development rates must be estimated

hiwith_and_withoutH the reservoir.

Land Use Changes

Changes in residential land use were estimated in the Fern

Ridge Lake impact area and in two non-reservoir inf1uenced

control areas in adjacent counties. They are based upon several

groups of aerial photographs,±2! and upon population data. The

'Because minor census division boundaries have changed
since 1940 this estimate was obtained by reference to U.S. Census
data, and by counting farms and residences. This estimate includes
Veneta, but does not include the actual project area.

'Additiona1 residential land use data, obtained from the
unpublished Fern Ridge Lake Environmental Assessment Report
(1975), were used to verify these analyses.
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critical parameter is the number of rural residences at various

points in time. Population data of related areas were used as a

check.

Data representing the !with reservoir influence condition were

estimated first. The Fern Ridge impact area includes approximately

21,000 acres surrounding the lake. In 1940, this area was almost

completely agricultural and at that time there were about 14 farms

in the actual project area. By 1970, many scattered residential

areas had been developed; however, the area still contained many

farms and agricultural lands. This impact area was analyzed using

1939, 1942, 1944, 1956, 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1972 aerial photo-

graphs. The number of residences for the intervening years were

estimated by straight line interpolation.

During the period of study there were few residential land

use or zoning restrictions in the impact area. Many one or two

acre and larger residential lots were platted. Plats radiate from

the reservoir area; however, they are intermingled with crop,

orchard, woodland, and pasture lands. Most seils are deep and

well drained and lots as small as one-third acre will provide

necessary septic tank drain fields. The town of Veneta (considered

in this study to be urban), approximately 13 miles from downtown

Eugene, has municipal sewage and water supply systems, and is

developing four to six lots per acre. At the present time, many
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rural residential lots have been platted and are yet to be improved.

There are many unimproved lands intermingled among the present

rural residences.

Analyses .f aerial photographs of the Fern Ridge impact area

at the selected periods indicate that rural nonfarm residential

developments in the impact area increased from 227 properties in

1940, to 480 propertiesin 1955, and 864 properties in l970.'
The earlier data are entirely from photograph analyses, while the

more recent data were checked by comparison with Lane County

assessment data and by field inspection. In the impact area, in 1972,

there were about 2., 400 acres platted as rural residential lots. This

is about 12.. 5 percent of all lands in the impact area. Analysis of

local assessment data indicates that about 70 percent of these lots

were unimproved. From 1940 to 1970, Lane County population

increased at an average annual rate of 3.8 percent; rural residential

properties in the impact area expanded at an approximate average

annual rate of 4. 6 percent. During the same period the total

population in the impact area (as opposed to the rural population)

increased at an average annual rate of 3. 6 percent. Much of the

rate of rural residential development in the impact area is apparently

1Although incorporated in 1962, Veneta is considered to be
urban throughout this study period; both residence counts and
population estimates were adjusted for this consideration.
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due to the attractiveness of the lake as an environmental resource.

The next question to be addressed was: how rapidly would rural

residential development have increased had there been no reservoir

influence?

A base-line estimate was made of residential development in

two non-reservoir influenced control areas--an approximate 22, 500

acre area along the Long Tom River in Benton County near Monroe,

Oregon, and an approximate 11, 000 acre area along the Calapooia

River in Linn County near Brownsville, Oregon. Both are agri-

cultural areas and each is about 35 miles north of Eugene. These

impact areas were analyzed using 1936, 1939, 1944, 1955, 1960,

1965, 1970, and 1972 aerial photographs; residential development

rates were also checked using comparative population data.

Expansion of a third area--Coburg, Oregon--was analyzed as a

check. These analyses represent the "without reservoir influence"

condition.

During the period of study there were few land use or zoning

restrictions on rural residential developments in either control

area. In each area few residential lots were platted and the few

plats were near or adjacent to the towns of Brownsville or Crawfords-

fille in the Calapooia River area or to the town of Monroe in the

Long Tom River area. Both areas are highly agricultural, although

the types of agricultural development in each area differ considerably.
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Analyses of rural residential property increases, usingaerial

photographs of the Long Tim River control area, indicate that, from

1940 to 1970, these properties increased approximately 1. 4 per

cent annually.' During the same period, the town of Monroe,

which is the area!s center of residential activity and commerce,

increased in population about 1. 2 percent annually. In this control

area, in 1970, developed areas represented about 0. 7 percent of

the total area.

The Calapooia River Control area has a more diverse

geography, a more highly developed transportation system, and this

area appears to offer more amenities for rural residential develop-

ment. This area is adjacent to various recreation lands and develop-

ments. Analyses of rural residential property increases, using

aerial photographs of this control area, indicate that from 1940 to

1970, these properties increased approximately 1.3 percent

annually.' The population increase of Brownsville, during this

same period, was about 1. 0 percent annually. In this control area,

in 1970, developed areas represented about 0.9 percent of the total

area.

-"Aerial photograph analyses are the principle source of
this estimate.

'Aerial photograph analyses are the principle source of
this estimate.
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Data measuring the actual rate of rural residential population

expansion for each of the control areas were not available. For each

area, it is felt that the actual rate of population expansion was

slightly greater than the population change of each adjacent town

due to apparent residential expansion near or adjacent to each of

these towns.

To complete the base line estimate, two additional factors

were analyzed. First the actual rate of rural population growth in

Lane County during the study period was determined. That rate- -

1. 4 percent per year--is similar to the rates of rural residential

property increase in the two control areas--i. 4 and 1. 3 percent

annually, respectively. Since the base line estimate being developed

is to represent a specific rural area in Lane County, the rate of

1. 4 percent was selected. This rate is to represent the general or

Ttwithout reservoir influenceI condition for the rate of rural nonfarm

residential property development in the Fern Ridge Lake impact

area.

Finally, the rate of population growth of Coburg, Oregon, in

northceritral Lane County wasanalyzed as a check of the above

analyses. This town, about 10 miles north of Eugene was, in 1940,

similar to Veneta, Elmira, and Alvadore with regard to urban

access and to its economic base. The locational and economic

characteristics and advantages of Coburg may be considered similar,
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or even superior, to those of Veneta, Elmira, and Alvadore without

the Fern Ridge Lake developments. From 1940 to 1970, Coburg's

population grew approximately 1 3 percent annually. Growth of

this area tends to confirm that a rate of development 'without

reservoir irifluence of 1. 4 percent for rural residential properties

is appropriate for the Fern Ridge Lake impact area. The ex-post

evaluation of rural residential property impact was calculated using

development rates of 4. 6 and 1. 4 percent, respectively0

Value and Impact Estimating Procedure

The above example indicates that there are two series of

values to be estimated, one of estimated total values with the

project and a second series reflecting total estimated values with-

out the project, and that these impacts have extended over a rela-

tively long economic life. The series of values representing the

values due to the reservoir is the differences between the above

two series of values; thus there are three value series of concern.

When estimating these series under the ex post condition,

the values of each series are summed and data are annualized by

averaging over the period of analysis.V The difference in these

'When estimating these values for an ex ante analysis,
present worth and amortizing methods are used. Ex ante analysis
will be discussed below.



two annualized values is the annualized value due to the reservoir;

this is the average annual property enhancement value.

This property enhancement value is a capitalized impact.

The impact can be expressed as an annualized value by applying a

rate of return to it. This method of evaluating public investments

and its rationale have been discussed by Eckstein (l958), The

economic impact is the annual return due to the recreational-

environmental effects of the project.

An impact estimate may be made based upon changes in total

property values from 1940 to 1970. Using study data, these values,

for each reservoir condition, were estimated for each year; constant

1970 dollars were used. The series of values representing the

tiwithout reservoir" condition were estimated to increase at the

base line rate (1.4 percent annually), from 227 rural residences

in the impact area in l940,-' to 268 in 1950, to 308 in 1960, to

351 in 1970; and using an annual residential property value of

$17, 805, which was estimated using the general model, study data

for the model, and location data for the impact area. Values of

This method is similar to that used by Knetsch (1964).
Data were developed on an average annual basis.

-'This number was estimated from the aerial photo counts
described above.
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this series were summed and averaged over the study period. The

average annual property value estimate was $5, 099, 405.

The series of values representing the uwith reservoir" condi-

tion was based upon impact area photograph counts and upon study

results. Residences were estimated at 386 in 1950, 602 in 1960, and

864 in 1970. A Fern Ridge sub-set of study data using the

reservoir model indicated an average residential property value of

$ 22, 724. The average annual property value for this series was

estimated to be $11,831, 100.

Finally, the average annual enhancement value of $6, 731, 700

was estimated from the difference in the above two estimates.

Applying an 8. 5 percent return to this value indicated an average

52/annual impact of $572, 200.

The ex post analysis demonstrates that, during the period

1940 to 1970, property development increased from 227 to 864

rural residential properties with the project, and would have only

increased to 351 such properties without the project. The project

resulted in an average annual property enhancement value of

-'Ca1culation of the average annual user benefit, during the
same period, based upon average use data, yields an estimate of
$559, 500. This estimate is based upon Supplement 1 to U.S.
Senate Document No. 97 (1964), at a visitor day value of $1. 50.
The estimate is on a "with" project basis only. Estimates of "with-
out" project use were not available. As discussed above, user
benefits and impacts described by the property value model reflect
different types of phenomena.



$6, 731, 700 or an average annual impact of $572, 200.

Other Applications

In contrast to the ex post analysis which was discussed in

the preceeding section, two other applications of the results of this

study are suggested. First, there is th obvious application to the

prediction of the impact of a new reservoir development--an ex ante

analysis. Secondly there are various local land use planning

decisions which may benefit from the information provided by this

study.

An ex ante analysis requires that property development

patterns and values be projected for each project influence condition

through an extended period of time--the project!s economic life.

Often a development rate must be projected to represent each

project influence condition. The projection of these rates requires

consideration of local and regional land use planning and zoning

objectives.

To project development of an area having no project requires

analysis of historic and present land use, and of populations in the

impact and adjacent areas; growth analyses of similar areas ;are

helpful. Projections of future development are commonly based

upon historic trends plus analysis of future impact area expectations

without the project.
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To project development of an area under "project influenced"

conditions analysis must consider whether there will be a basis

for a different rate of residential development than would otherwise

occur. Studies of land use, population change, and property develop-

ment in similarly influenced areas are helpful; possible future

constraints or incentives to development must also be considered.

This analysis must generate data that will help to verify the develop-

merit rate projected under "with project" conditions.

An ex ante analysis is similar to the previous example,

except that this type analysis follows present worth and amoritizng

procedures. The selected models and study data may be used to

estimate property values under the two reservoir influence condi-

tions.

Local land use planning is designed to exert public control

over spatial distribution of land use. In administering public

control, it is important to have measures of land use changes and

to be knowledgeable about the forces affecting them. This study

sheds some light on how property values are determined in the

absence of controls. Hence, they can provide some benchmark

estimates to which the outcomes (or the prediction of the conse-

quences from land use planning) can be compared.



A Note on Double Counting

If the types of impact measurements which have been made

in this study are to be used in benefit evaluation in project analysis

one of the important issues to be considered relates to the reduction

of benefits which may occur at similar sites as developments shift

from other areas to the new site. Knetsch (1974) and Mishan (1971)

argue that, when analyzing recreation projects, the transfer of

benefits from old to proposed projects need not be considered. They

argue that a new project is justified if its benefits exceed its costs

regardless of the transfer of use or values from existing projects.

It is argued that the principle of past costs is involved and that this

is consistent with the situation in a competitive market, where

the maximization of social benefits is achieved, when the effects

foa new firm entering an industry upon firms already in the

industry are disregarded.

There are, however, important differences between the

general case of competitive markets and the situation where

recreational benefits are produced, often as by-products, by the

government, in multiple purpose reservoir projects producing such

outputs as hydro-power, flood control, irrigation water, and others.

In the example developed by Knetsch (1974, p. 110) the extreme

case is presented. It is suggested that the least efficient project
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may be developed first and that subsequent projects are justified

on the basis of transferring use from older, less efficient ones.

If the sequencing is faulty, i. e., other than the most efficient

projects are provided first, then the problem of double counting of

benefits discussed above may occur. This leads to the considera-

tion of maximizing benefits to society from public investments in

which markets resemble those of a monopoly. In this situation new

investments are part of a system and benefit transfers should be

considered.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In the final chapter are summarized the economic model, data

analyses, and study results. Also, the implications and limitations

of study results are reveiwed and the practical issues of application

are addressed. Finally, suggestions are made for future research.

Economic Model

The economic model, which is in two parts, was concerned

with rural residential properties--as complete units of land,

buildings, and other improvements. Several factors were analyzed--

access, neighborhood, and property characteristics; and for

reservoir influenced properties an environmental-amenity influence

factor. It was hypothesized that there is an increment of property

value, due to the proximity to a recreational reservoir, which

increases with reservoir size and decreases as distance from that

reservoir increases.

A two-part multi-variable regression model was derived to

represent the ITwith_and_without reservoir influence' conditions;

the models had seven variables common to each and two reservoir

influence variables in one model only. A rural study area, having
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five U. S. Army Corps of Engineers reservoir developments, was

selected in central Lane County, Oregon. Data sets to represent

reservoir influenced properties and non-reservoir influenced

properties were collected. A variety of variables were considered

and the dependent variables and nine independent variables, selected

for the statistical model, were described and their hypothesized

relationships were discussed.

Data Analysis

Initial multiple linear regression analyses of the two data sets

indicated for the reservoir model a mean property sale price of

$20, 618 and a coefficient of variation of 45. 62 percent, and for the

general model a mean property sale price of $17, 929 and a coeffici-

ent of variation of 37. 93 percent. The difference of these means was

found to be statistically different from zero at the five percent level.

For the reservoir model the R2 value was 0. 7925 and the partial

regression coefficients of five of nine variables were statistically

different from zero at the ten percent level of probability or less.

For the general model,, the R2 value was 0. 5383 and the coefficients

of five of seven variables were also st3tistically different from zero

at the ten percent level of probability or less. The R2 values were

compared and the regression coefficients in each model were
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Because of the particular concern with reservoir influence,

the impact of distance to lake and lake size variables were investi-

gated further. In the reservoir model, a second formulation of the

distance to reservoir variable was added; in addition to the reciprocal

form (lID) a modified form of distance to reservoir plus that

distance squared (D + D2) was tested. When tested in multiple

regression, the sign of the distance variable was negative and the

sign of distance squared was positive; however, there were no

changes in the other signs; the R2 value of this model dropped

slightly. Since in the modified form the distance to reservoir vari-

ables had the signs discussed above, a partial derivative of those

regression coefficients on this variable indicated that the distance

of zero impact was 1. 1 miles.

The distance of zero reservoir impact was tested further.

The reservoir model was dis -aggregated into two data sets, one

representing the large reservoir (Fern Ridge) and the second repre-

senting the other four reservoirs. The distances of zero impact

for these two data sets were estimated to be 1. 62 aad 0. 82 miles,

respectively. These results were not clear; they appeared to be

partly due to the manner in which the data were collected and com-

bined. Additional reservoir influence data were then obtained for

each observation of the general model, the two data sets were

"combined't into a single data set, and the distance of zero
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reservoir impact was tested further. The partial derivative of the

model in the modified form using this data set estimated that distance

to be Z. 3 miles; an estimate which was checked further. The

R2 value was 0.4399.

The 'combined data set was also tested in multiple regression

analysis with a binary variable to represent the reservoir influence;

several combinations were tested. In each test the R value

declined to less than 0, 40. The addition of this variable did not

improve the explanation of reservoir influence and did not increase

the amount of explained variation of the total equation.

The Icombined data set and impact distance were analyzed

further. The residuals of the actual minus the predicted values of
A

the dependent variable (Y - Y) of multiple regression equations,

having been calculated with the reservoir distance variable in each

of the two forms noted above, were plotted against the reservoir

distance variable. Visual analyses indicated that the residuals

tended to increase in magnitude at 2. 0 to 2. 5 miles distance from

the reservoir. All observations of the general model with a maxi-

mum reservoir distance to 2. 5 miles were tested further. Seven-

teen observations of the general model met this criterion and were

combined and tested with the reservoir model.

The 17 selected observations were tested with the reservoir

data in four different sample sets, with two different formulations
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each on the reservoir distance variable (lID and D + D2), based on

groupings of the distance to reservoir variable. These tests

indicated that the reservoir model in reciprocal form having a

maximum reservoir impact distance of 2.1 miles gave the best"

estimate. That model resulted in the highest R2 value and the

t-value of the coefficient of the reservoir distance variable was

the highest; the reservoir size variable was no longer significant.

Based on the above analyses, the initial data sets were

revised and the reservoir and general models were reevaluated

and the results appeared to be superior to the initial models.

However, two variables were indicated to be nonsignificant- -the

road frontage variable in each model and the reservoir size variable- -

and these two variables were omitted from the regressions.

Study Results

Two newmodels in revised form were developed, having R2

values of 0. 7705 for the reservoir model and 0. 5776 for the general

model, which were selected as the 'best' estimates. The revised

reservoir model had five of seven independent variables whose

partial regression coefficients were statistically different from

zero at the one percent level of probability. In the revised general

model, of six total independent variables, the coefficients of three

variables were statistically different from zero at the one percent



level and coefficients of two variables were significant at the five

percent level. The R2 values, in total, improved from the initial

models. On a per property basis, reservoir influenced property

values were $2, 919 greater in value, while on a per acre basis,

reservoir influenced properties averaged $3, 591 greater in value.

The data analyses indicated that lake size was not a satisfactory

indicator of lake quality and that lake size, per se, was not as

important as previously indicated. Reservoir quality is more likely

a function of recreational opportunity. Also the importance of

accessibility factors was not as significant as originally indicated.

The important parameter was distance and various human and

natural barriers did not appear to be as restrictive as indicated

in the literature.

Study Application

The transferability of the general model to another area was

tested and an ex post analysis of a completed project was demon-

strated. Finally, an ex ante analysis was described and the is sue

of double-counting of benefits wa.s discussed.

The ex post analysis estimated the property value impact of

Fern Ridge Lake, Oregon. Two value series, from 1940 through

1970, in constant 1970 dollars, were developed to represent the

hlwith_and_withoutU reservoir influence conditions. The values of
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each series were summed and annualized, and an average annual

property enhancement value was estimated. The annual impact, or

the economic return on the enhancement value, was estimated to

be $572, 200.

The procedures for making an ex ante analysis were described

and differences from the ex post analysis were discussed. Finally,

the work analyzing potential transfers and double-counting of benefits

was reviewed The important issue of transfers of benefits and

types of markets must be considered if public investments are to

maximize beriefitg to society.

Study Limitations and Research Needs

This research was undertaken to build upon the theoretical

framework and to increase our knowledge of recreational-

environemntal effects upon adjacent property values. While this

work may have increased our understanding of these impacts,

several study limitations indicate areas for potential research:

an improved definition of rural neighborhood, additional test

applications and tests of applicability, and more satisfactory

measures of resource quality. Two particular limitations are the

lower R2 statistic in the general model and the lack of significance

of the lot size variable in the reservoir model. In absolute terms,

the R2 statistic is about 20 percentage points lower than in the



reservoir model. Improvement of the general model and its R2

statistic should increase that modePs reliability and utility. That

the lot size variable in the reservoir model was not significant was

an unexpected result. Further analyses of the influence of lot size

upon property values in reservoir influenced rural areas should be

useful to resource planning.

The estimation of demand curves for properties influenced by

reservoirs, parks, and other open areas has received little study.

Property value studies, which measure impacts in surrounding

areas, depend upon both supply and demand factors. These value

impacts do not measure consumer surplus and are not a complete

measure of ?willingness_to_payhl. Development of demand curves

would permit estimation of consumer surplus. Additional demand

analyses to reflect property value effects of various demand

shifters--size of family; family income; occupation, age, and sex

of head of household--should be useful to property value studies.

If demand is defined more precisely, it should be possible to

improve estimates of the values involved.

Also, research should be directed to supply factors. There

have been few analyses of those factors and there isa need to

investigate the supply function. Many of the property value studies

have been related to demand and interpretated on that basis.

An increased understanding of supply factors and an expansion of

1Z4
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property value models to include supply variables would improve our

understanding of these values. Expanded models would facilitate

estimation of responsiveness to changes in supply and demand.

These proposed additions should improve property value estimates

and help to improve land and resource planning.
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APPENDIX 1

Simple Correlation Coefficient, by Model

Reservoir Model

133

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

X 1.00 0.52 0. 10 0.25 0. 18 -0.03 -0.009 -0.02 0.08 0.20

1.00 -0.01 -0.06 0.19 -0.006 0.11 -0.23 0.07 0.003

X3 1.00 0. 35 -0,07 -0.22 0.006 0.21 0.43 0. 74

X4 1.00 0.09 -0. 24 -0. 18 0.20 0.27 0.56

X5 1.00 0. 15 -0. 03 -0.08 -0.26 0.00001

X6 1.00 0.24 0. 11 -0.54 -0.31

X7 1.00 0.04 0.09 0.14

X8 1.00 -0.03 0.39

X9 1.00 0.49

1,00

General Model

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7

X1 1.00 0.32 0.13 0.12 0.23 -0.12 -0.07 0.30

X2 1.00 0.06 -0.02 0. 14 0. 05 0. 02 0. 10

x3 1.00 0.19 0.11 0.13 0.02 0.58

X4 1.00 0.20 -0.07 -0.14 0.46

X5 1.00 -0, 03 0. 12 0.33

X6 1.00 0.46 -0.08

X7 1.00 0.03

1.00



Where,

= size of lot, in acres,

X2 = road frontage in feet,

state of repair or condition of house measured as upercent

goodtt,

= total number of rooms,

X5 = average value of neighborhood land in dollars,

X6 = distance to central city in miles,

X7 = distance to nearest town in miles,

X8 = reciprocal of distance to reservoir in miles,

X9 = reservoir size in hundred acres,

= market price of the residential property in the reservoir

model in dollars, and

= market price of the residential property in the general

model in dollars.
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General
Model

Step Variable
no. entered

7 1

4 1

Where:

X1 Lot size, in acres,
= Road frontage, in feet,

X3 = Condition or "percent good",

X4 Total number of rooms,

X5 Value of neighborhood lots,
in $ per property,

APPENDIX 2

Summary of step-wise regression results, by model:
Order of variable entry, F-level, and R2 value after each entry.

X6=

x7

Distance to central city,
in miles,
Distance to nearest town,
in miles,

X8 = 1/distance to reservoir,
in miles, and

X Reservoir size, in
hundred acres.
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d.f. F-Level R

59 72.. 0059 0. 5496

58 17. 7465 0.6552

57 9.5613 0. 7047

56 8. 0422 0. 7418

55 5. 3996 0. 7649

54 3. 2346 0. 7781

53 1. 7848 0. 7854

52 0. 9474 0. 7892

51 0. 8175 0.. 792.5

106 52.9628 0. 3332

105 23. 8154 0.4565

104 8. 6262 0.4981

103 5. 3026 0. 5227

102 .1. 9221 0.5315

101 1.44.61 0. 5381

100 0. 0429 0. 5383

3

4

5

6

3

4

8

9

7

6

1

2

Res ervoir
Model

8

9

1

2

3

5

2

3

4

5

5

6

7

6

7

2



x7;-

X8 D

a!
Numbers in parenthesis are t values.

n. a. - not applicable.

APPENDIX 3

735 1,014 958 716 628
(2.4) (2.3) (1.9) (1.3) (1.1)

-11,635 lID 205 -4, 810 lID 870 D -18, 426
(2.2) (5.3) (0.4) (2.8) (-1.3)

2 2 2
D 5,290 D 1,485 - D 11,230

(1.3) (0.5) (0.8)

X9 28 n. a. n. a. 46 14

(1.2) (1.8) (0.8)

R2( percent) 77.43 74.04 74.14 79,85 79.48
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Reservoir model re-analyzed (n = 61). Partial regression coefficients and t values.'

Variable

Fern Ridge Reservoir
model sub-set

"All Other" Reservoirs
model sub-set

Reservoir Model
modified form reciprocal form

D + lID
modified form

D + D2
reciprocal form

lID
modified form

D +

X1 885 1,862 2,263 875 407
(1.2) (1.7) (1.9) (0.9) (0.4)

x2 -4. 88 -8.66 -10.21 -10.47 -9.45
(0.6) (-1. 1) (1.2) (-1,3) (-1.1

x3 294 426 433 261 261

(4.2) (3.8) (3.5) (5.0 (4.2)

x 1, 352 1, 893 1, 890 1.456 1,4S244
(2.6) (2.8) (2.6) (2.1) (2.0)

4) 0.96 -1.06 -1.51 2.23 2.47
3

U (0.9) (-0.9) (-1.3) (2.0) (2.0)
4)

x -262 266 233 -313 -261
(1.9) (0.5) (0.4) (-1.0) (-0.9)

4)



Variables

Xl

X2

X3

X4

X5

X8

x9

R2 (percent)

APPENDIX 4

Models from combined dat set (n 169). Partial regression
coefficients and t values. J

Models from combined data

1,767 2,015
(6.2) (7.0)

346 196
9) (1.3)

l/D 1,082 D -702
(1.7) (1.4)

D2 153
(1. 2)

43 56
(0.9) (1.0)

47.38 43.99

"Numbers in parenthesis are t values.
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reciprocal form
lID

modified form
D + D2

757 693
(1.7) (1.0)

0.14 1.38
(0.l) (-0.4)

9.59 11.0
(1. 5) (1. 6)

0.66 0.56
(L7) (1.4)

-249 -178
(25) (1.6)



APPENDIX 5

Models in reciprocal form (rID) from revised reservoir-influenced
data, and with model from n 61 data repeated. Partial regression
coefficients and t values are shown.

Reservoir models in reciprocal form
(lID)

Variable n=61 n=67 n69 n7l n78

Xl

X2

:I

Xr
X cd

8

X9

-4.41 -1. 96 -2.00 -1.40 -1.03
(0.9) (0.4) (-0.5) (-.0.3) (-0.2)

302 292 308 311 327
(4.8) (6.8) (7.3) (7.5) (8.4)

1,355 1,734 1, 523 1, 520 1,730
(2.8) (4,3) (4.5) (3.9) (4.6)

0.72 0. 29 0. 57 0. 51 0. 73
(1.7) (0. 5) (0.6) (0.9) (1.3)

-282 -342 -348 -351 -426
(2.7) (-2.4) (-2.4) (-2.5) (-3.1)

759 793 758 753 834
(2.8) (3.1) (3. 1) (3. 1) (3.4)

l/D 830 754 781 778 695
(3. 9) (3. 8) (4. 0) (3. 9) (3. 7)

33 18 22 20 36
(1. 5) (0.9) (0.8) (1. 1) (0.2)
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"Numbers in parenthesis are t values.

918 627 701 701 564
(1.3) (1.1) (1.2) (1.2) (1.0)

R2 (percent) 79. 25 77. 79 78. 06 77. 82 77. 07



APPENDIX 6

Models in modified form (D + D2) from revised reservoir-
influenced data, and with model n = 61 data repeated. Partial
regression coefficients and t valuesare shown.

Reservoir models in modified form
(D + D2)

Variable n=6l n=&7 n=69 n7l n78

X1 885 249 286 321 221
(1. 2) (0.4) (0. 7) (0.5) (0.4)

X2 -4.88 -0.69 -0.78 -0.42 -0.34
(0.6) (-0.1) (-0.4) (-0.1) (-0.1)

X3 294 281 312 299 320
(4.2) (6.2) (6.9) (6.7) (7.8)

X4 1,352 1,735 1,560 1,494 1,724
(2.6) (4.0) (4.4) (3.6) (4.3)

X5 0.96 0.36 0. 52 0.60 0. 54
(0. 9) (0.6) (0. 8) (1.0) (0. 9)

X6 -262 -313 -337 -320 -380
(1. 9) (-2. 2) (-2. 2) (-2. 2) (-2.6)

X7 735 710 692 659 715
(2.4) (2.6) (2.6) (2.6) (2.7)

X8 D -9, 836 -11,640 -9,986 -12,318 10,060
(-2.2) (-2.9) (-.28) (-30) (-2.9)

D2 4,467 2, 536 2,623 4,370 3,379
(1.3) (2.4) (2.3) (2.6) (2.6)

X 28 25 29 29 14
(1. 2) (1.2) (1. 1) (0. 9) (0. 7)

R2 (percent) 77.43 77.42 76. 77 76. 94 75. 85
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'Numbers in parenthesis are t values.



APPENDIX 7

Effect of distance to reservoir variable for revised reservoir model.

For the revised model X = 3. 14. The partial regression
coefficient of this variable = 77.

140

Distance to Reservoir,
in Miles

1/Distance to Reservoir,
in Miles (X8)

0. 1

0. 2

10. 00

5.00

0. 3 3. 33

0. 4 2. 50

0. 5 2. 00

0. 6 1.66

0. 7 1. 43

0. 8 1.25

0. 9 1.11

1.0 1.00

1.1 0.91

1,2 0. 83

1.3 0. 77

1.4 0.71

1. 5 0. 67

1.6 0.62

1. 7 0. 59

1.8 0. 56

1.9 0. 53

2. 0 0. 50

2. 1. 0.48



APPENDIX 8

Simple correlation coefficients, by model.

Revised Reservoir Model

x x x x x x x Y
5 6 7 8 B1 3 4

X1 1.00 0.11 0.24 0.22 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.21

X3 1.00 0.27 0.07 -0.23 -0.02 0. 19 0. 73

X4 1.00 0. 10 -0.21 -0. 19 0. 28 0. 53

X5 1.00 0. 15 -0.03 0.02 0.01

X6 1.00 0.22 0. 15 -0.33

X7 1.00 0.05 0.i2

X8 1,00 0.42

1,00

Revised General Model

x1 x3 x4 x5 x6

X1 1.00 0.09 0.09 0.18 -0.08 0.08 0.33

X3 1.00 0.16 0.10 0.14 0.04 0.61

X4 1.00 0.21 -0.07 -0.11 0.48

X5 1.00 -0.01 0.11 0.32

X6 1.00 0.48 -0.09

x 1.00 0.04
7

YG
1.00
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Where,

X1 size of lot, in acres,

X3 = state of reapir or condition of house measured as "percent
good",

X4 = total number of rooms,

X5 average value of neighborhood land in dollars,

X6 distance to central city in miles,

X7 distance to nearest town in miles,

= reciprocal of distance to reservoir in miles,

= market price of the residential property in the reservoir
model in dollars, and

= market price of the residential property in the general model
in dollars.
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Where:

X1 Lot size, in acres,
X3 = Condition or "percent good',
X4 Total number of rooms,
X5 = Value of neighborhood lots,

in $ per property,

APPENDIX 9

Summary of step-wise regression results, by model:
Order of variable entry, F-level, and R2 value after each entry.

X = Distance to central
6 city, in miles,

X = Distance to nearest
town, in miles,

X8 1/distance to reservoir,
in miles.
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Step
no.

Variable
entered d.f. F-Level R

Revised 1 3 67 74. 672.1 0. 5271
Res ervoir
Model 2 4 66 22. 4550 0. 6471

3 8 65 9. 5555 0. 6924

4 7 64 7.7914 0. 7257

5 6 63 11.2022 0. 7671

6 1 62 1. 8421 0. 7739

7 5 61 0. 4493 0. 7755

Revised 1 3 98 61. 4247 0. 3713
General
Model 2 4 97 33. 1933 0. 4945

3 1 96 14. 7964 0. 5248

4 5 95 5.4351 0. 5560

5 6 94 3.6767 0. 5700

6 7 93 2.0317 0. 5776



APPENDIX 10

Statistic used to test the differences between the partial regression
coefficients on the same pairs of independent variables.

The t statistic is:

,' Is,
(b - b) - D

i 1 0
to :::Js.2

+ s! Z

1 1

144

where t the observed t value,
0

b. = individual estimator or the partial regression coefficient

of one ola pair of independent variables,

= the individual estimator of the partial regression

coefficient of the second of a pair of independent

variables,

D the hypothesized difference between the partial

regression coefficients 0,

= the square of the standard error of the coefficient b., and

= the square of the standard error of the coefficient b!


